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College begins discussion 
on evaluations and minorities 
BY WENDI DOWST 
Senior Writer 
Senior Elysa Valentino has only had 
one class with a minority professor. Be-
fore Valentino took Judith Pena-
Shaff's Educational Psychology 
class, she said she heard students com-
plain about the Venezuelan professor. 
But after taking the class, Valentino 
disagreed. 
"Students have complained that 
her teaching methods are too chal-
lenging and inappropriate," Valenti-
no said. "But her methods are ap-
propriate and viable and teach self-
motivation." 
Vaun Monroe, assistant professor 
of cinema and photography, organized 
a forum with a faculty panel to discuss 
similar concerns about student evalu-
ations of minority faculty. 
"I read in the Chronicle [ of High-
er Education] an article citing a study 
asserting students tended to unfairly 
downgrade women and people of col-
or in teaching evaluations," he said, 
when announcing the forum. 
The faculty panel discussed 
these issues last Wednesday after a 
screening of the PBS documentary, 
"Shattering the Silence," which ad-
dresses the advantages and challenges 
of having a diverse faculty. 
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Al Un1ni gifts 
on the rise 
Donations remain below norm 
BY KIMBERLYN DAVID 
Staff Wri ter 
Financial support from 
alumni has increased, but gifts to 
Ithaca College are still low com-
pared to those at similar colleges. 
Based on tallies 
from the end of the 
2003 fiscal year, of the 
nearly 40,000 alumni, 
only7,416- or 19per-
cent - gave money. 
The Chronicle of 
Higher Education 
reported that alumni 
donations have 
.slumped nationwide 
years. Only 8 percent of those grad-
uates donate money. 
Semmler said such a low sta-
tistic isn't surprising, considering 
so many new graduates are seek-
ing employment or are just estab-
lishing themselves in careers. 
Between 2001 and 
2003, the number of 
alumni donors in-
creased from 6,076 to 
6,888. . 
The reason for the 
spike in support, she · 
said, is that the college 
is in the process of re-
thinking its fund-rais-
ing strategies. 
over the last two years. 
But the co11ege has seen 
SEMMLER Developing a 
philanthropic culture 
for current students is also part of 
that plan. 
an increase in alumni giving over 
the last two years, said Shelley 
Semmler, vice president of Insti-
tutional Advancement. 
However giving still falls be-
• ~&at similar 
colleges. Among 16 other 
schools that are members of the 
Associated New American Col-
leges organization, the average 
giving rate is 23 percent. 
The lack of alumni support can 
partly be explained by . the col-
lege's past failure to provide 
meaningful and engaging oppor-
tunities for giving, she said. 
The college has only sought 
alumni support within the last 2.0 
or so years, Semmler said. 
Another reason for low 
donorship is the perception by 
alumni that the college has plen-
ty of money and doesn 't need the 
support, she said. 
"I don't think Ithaca College 
is ever going to go broke," said 
Denice DiPietro '85. "Even be-
fore I left campus, they were ask-
ing me if I wanted to donate my 
deposit money. I thought that was 
pushing it." 
A demographic shift also factors 
into the equation, Semmler said. 
Forty percent of the college's 
alumni graduated in the last 10 
"We, as an institution, 
historically have not created an 
environment or a culture for 
Oil this " 
Semmler said. 
The idea is to tie together sru-
dents' positive social and educa-
tional campus experiences so 
they may see how their donations 
could benefit others. The annual 
senior class gift campaign is one 
effort in that direction, Semmler 
said. 
Todd Bowers, executive di-
rector of the Office of Develop-
ment, said the college hopes stu-
dents will give while they're 
seniors and continue to do so. 
Of the approximately 1,500 se-
niors expected to graduate this 
year, about 110 have made dona-
tions, said Graham Stewart, di-
rector of alumni relations. He es-
timates that at least another 110 
seniors have promised to give 
money. Most donate between 
$25 and $30, he said. 
One senior donor, Samantha 
Barber, said she wanted to 
share the good experiences 
she's had at Ithaca College with 
future students. 
See COLLEGE, Page 4 
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PETER BARDAGLIO, provost and vice president of academic 
affairs, and Traevena Byrd, director of affirmative action and 
equal employment opportunity, discuss the role of evalua-
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NEWS HRIEFS 'AND LOCAL EVENTS 
The Vote 2004 
Since the end of the Democratic 
primaries, President Bush's and 
Vice President Dick Cheney's 
attacks on Sen. John Kerry, D-
Mass., backed by millions of dol-
lars in negative ads, have wiped 
out the narrow lead Kerry enjoyed 
at the beginn-ing of the month and . 
damaged the· Massachusetts sen-
ator's public image. 
Kerry emerged from the pri-
maries unscathed but still little 
known, a condition Bush's team 
set about to change with an · 
aggressive plan to defioe the sen-
ator before he could define him-
self. A month later, more voters see 
Kerry as "too liberal" and a solid 
majority say he is someone who 
has changed his positions on 
issues for political reasons. 
The damage to Kerry has been 
partially obscured by the controver~ 
sy over the new book and public tes-
timony by former White House 
counterterrorism chief Richard 
Clarke: who charged that Bush let 
his personal obsession with Iraq 
overshadow more important priori-
ties in combating terrorism. 
Bush has suffered some erosion 
in RUblic perceptions of his handling 
of terrorism, according to new polls, 
but still holds a strong advantage 
over Kerry on that issue. The presi-
dent's· decision Tuesday to_ allov( _ 
national security ai:Mser · ·Con-
doleezza Rice to testify before the 
independent commission investi-
gating the attacks of Sept. 11 , 
2001, was seen by strategists in 
both parties as an effort to cut short 
a potentially damaging public rela-
tions battle that threatened to chip · 
away at the broader gains he has 
made in the past month. 
Source: Los Angeles Times and 
Tf}e Washington fost news service. 
Corrections 
The Italian studies major is still 
pending approval from New York 
state. Students in the major would 
be required to take one Introduc-
tion to Linguistics course.· Students 
may take up to 12 credits from a 
list of approved courses outside 
the department, but that is not 
required for the major. 
The Department of Modem 
Languages and Literatures offers 
18-20 restricted elective credits 
above the 202 level. There are only 
two new courses above the 202 
level for the fall semester. 
There is no Latin· S!udies program 
at the college. 
This information was incorrect in 
the March 25 issue. 
It is The lthacan's poJicy to correct 
all errors of fact. Please contact 
Assistant News Editor Kati~ 
Maslanka at 27 4-3207. 
Copy editors: Brad Andrews, 
Alicia Arnold, Clarissa 
Brundage,, Deirdre Byrne., 
Kaylee Collins, Heather Curtis, 
Daniel DiSilva, Emily Keizer, 
Stacy Majewicz, Emily 
Mitchell, Josh McCann, Dan 
Prince and Deepa Shah.. 
Nation &·world 
-· Rice to te$ti!y before 9/11 panel 
President Bush reversed his position under 
.political pressure Tuesday and agreed to permit 
his pational security adviser, Condoleezza 
Rice, to testify in public and under oath before 
an independent commission investigating the at-
tacks of Sept. 11, 2001. 
Bush aJso said he would submit to questions 
in a private sess(on with all 10 commissioners, 
backing off his previous demand to meet only 
with Chairman Thomas Kean and Vice Chair-
man Lee Hamilton. Bush added a new restric-
tion by saying he would appear only with Vice 
President Dick Cheney at his side. 
Rice and other Bush aides had said repeated-
ly, and as recently as Monday, that her refusal to 
provide formal testimony was a matter of con-
stitutional principle and that to do so could erode 
the separation of powers between the executive 
branch and Congress, which created . the 
commission. 
Bush said Tuesday that he was willing to make 
the concession because he has been assured by 
the commission and congressional leaders that he 
would not be setting a precedent for future -in-
quiries. The president said he _had "ordered this 
level of cooperation because I consider it neces-
sary to gaining a complete picture of the months 
and years that preceded the murder of our fellow 
citizens on September the 11th, 2001." 
Terror plot in London foiled 
Counterterrorism police detained eight men 
suspected of preparing a major bombing in Eng-
land and seized half a ton of ammonium nitrate, 
NEWS THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 2004 
TARGET PRACTICE 
RICK LOOMIS/LOS ANGELES TIMES 
A MAN HOLDING the Palestinian flag throws a paint-filled balloon at a newly bullt portion 
of the barrier In Kalkllya In the West Bank. The city's goyernor says It has become a . 
prison, ~ suicide attacks have stopped In the riearby community of Kfar Saba. 
which authorities said could have been used to shootout that ended when the suspects blew Clean Water Act by plants and factories na-
make a massive fertilizer bomb. themselves up, authorities said. · tionwide, U.S. Public Interest Research Group 
The arrests in Britain sent a ripple of fear The incident in Tashkent, the c~pital, began said Tuesday based on a study it ,conducted. 
through the society, coming in the aftermath of when police attempted to check the documents More than 60 percent of all major fa<;ilities 
this month's train bombings in Madrid, Spain of people gathered in the apartment, Uzbek In- in the nation, or 3,700 out of 6,184, exceeded 
- blamed on a Moroccan group linked to al- terior Ministry spokesman Aziz Ernazarov their Clean Water Act permit limits on <liscbarges 
Qaida - and on the same day that authorities . said. It raised to 42 the death toll in a series of into waterways at least once between Jan. 1 ·, 
in the Philippines said they had thwarted a ma- explosions and clashes betwee~ police and SUS- . 2002, and June 30, 2003, according to the re-
jor attack there. · pected mill~ that began Sunday night, he said. , port. The facilities include manufacturing and 
In the largest counterterrorism operation in The Uzbek government has blamed Islamic electronic plants as well as wastewater treatme~t 
Britain since Sept. 11, 2001, 700 police officers extremists for the violence, citing the banneti and sewage p1ants. . 
raided two dozen homes and businesses in Lon- group Hizb ut-Tahrir as a possible perpetrator. "The numbers point out that enforcement is 
don and southeastern England. The raids fueled 1 • The group, whqse name me~s P~ of Lib- ~ not a priority ~for. thi , adJµinistra(ion~ and-clear,: 
s~ulation that an attack might somehowllave e:ration. espouses ftmd•mentf)ist• . . . · t • 
· invdlvedairtravelers.atthecouniry'stwo~busiest · · artdlias used metlto<l:s such as the distn on_ g _a: , c a-
airports. One of the men detained was taken into of anti-government leaflets to promote the es- plan, the environmental advocate who wrote the 
custody at a Holiday Inn near Gatwick Airport, tablishment of a caliphate in Central Asia based . report for PIRG, a liberal advo9acy group. 
and others lived near Heathrow International. on Islamic law. On Monday, the group denied EPA spokeswoman Cynthia Bergm~ re-;-
23 die in Uzbekistan shootout responsibility for the violence. sponded that the agency "is already addressing 
EPA f .1 t dd . l t• several of the concerns outlined in the report." a1 s o a ress vto a ions ,< • Twenty alleged Islamic militants and three 
policemen died in the Central Asian nation of · The Environmental Protection Agency is fail-
Uzbekistan on Tuesday in an apartment ing to aet against .widespread violations of the 
Source: Los Angeles 1i~s.,qndJ~~ Washing-
ton Post news service:- . . 
College & City 
College to hold national summit 
on sustainable living practices- · 
Representatives from colleges, universities,_ 
corporations and other organizations from 
around the country will arrive on the Ithaca Col-
lege campus Tuesday for a national summit on 
sustainability .. 
"Exploring Positive Growth: The Summit on 
Sustainability," which will take place Tuesday 
and Wednesday in Emerson Suites in the Carµ-
pus Center, is an opportunity for an exchange 
of ideas about the concept of sustainability and 
pow it can be put into practice at the college and 
elsewhere. 
The summit will feature workshops cover-
ing various aspects of sustainability, from local 
~d regional efforts to create sustainable living 
to the opp_ortunity to implement sustainable prac-
tices at the site of the new World Trade Center 
buildings in New York City. 
The keynote speaker of the summit is Math-
is Wackernagel, the founder and director of Glob-
al Footprint Network, an organization that works 
to account the rate at which humans ar-e using 
the world's natural resources. Wackernagel will 
give a presentation Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. ~tied 
"Options fqr Action: Taking Big Steps with the 
Ecol~gical Footprint." · 
Other presenters at the summit include 
Robert Musil, executive director and CEO of 
Physicians for Social Responsibility, and 
Pamela Lipp, a consultant who helped design 
the world's first 'green' ,skyscraper in Times 
Square. 
The· su~t is sponsored by Ithaca College, 
· with support from Acorn Designs, Advest/J.S. 
Barr, The CBORD Group, Inc., Crackerman of 
Etna, Harrison Leµer DeMarco, Integrated Ac- flutists in East Africa, Samite filmed a PBS doc- · 
. quisition and Development Corporation, Live- umentary in 1999 called "Song of the 
ly Run, M&t Bank, Six Mile Creek Vineyards, Refugee" in an atteQ.1.pt to give African 
Staples, Tompkins Trust C9mpi,Uly ~d other . . refugees hope for tpe future in spite of the suf-
anonymous donors. fering and loss they, have ~ndured. 
To see a complete schedule _for the summit, The event,' · which is sponsored by the de-
go to www.ithaca.edu/~u~tainability. . · . parlment of health policy studies, is free and open 
to the public. 
Frien.ds"to ·give pres~ntation 
on .sex:~aI ~ssault at .colleges 
Two lifelong friends who hav~ been1raveling 
the nation to educate students on the realities of 
sexual assault on college campuses will speak Fri-
day at 7 p.m. in the Park Auditorium. 
· Former Haitian ambassador 
to speak o'n country's -~lunate_ 
In a presentation titled "Let's Talk About IT," 
Kelly Walker and Rel;>ecca Tiedler wilLpfier so- , 
Jutions for improved campus awarenessand·safe-
ty while speaking about s~x and relatiopships. ,. 
For more information, contact the Ithaca Ad-· 
vocacy Cent~r at 2?7-3203. 
East African musician to hold 
event about music and conflict 
Samite, a Ugandan flutist and musician, will 
present "Is There a Roi~ for Music' in Areas of 
Conflict?" on Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in Clark 
Lounge in the Campus Center . . 
The artist, whp was born Md raised in Ugan-
da but now lives in Ithaca, serves as director of 
Musicians for World Harmony, an organization 
that encourages musicians to share their music 
with people ~ppressed by poverty, starvation or 
civil urirest. The organization has performed in 
refugee camps and resettlement communities 
throughout Africa. · . 
Oµe of the most highly_ acclaimed singers and 
Professor Guy Alexandre, former ambas-
sador of Haiti to the Dominican Republic, will give 
a lecture Friday at 2 p.m. in Textor 102 on the cur-
rent situation in Haiti. He will offer a brief pre-
sentation and answer questions from the audience. 
Alexandre has been working with the 
Group of 184, a civil society coalition in Haiti. 
He will give a formal lecture at Cornell Uni-
versity at 4:30 p.ui. The event is sponsored by 
the politics, anthropology and modem languages 
and literatures departments . and the . Latin 
American studies program. 
Advocacy Center seeks interest 
for volunteers for crisis hotline 
The Advocacy Ce~ier is 11:ow ac.cepting ap-
plicatio~s for hotline volunteers. The agency of 
fers services to youth and adults who have been 
affected by domestic violence, sexual assault and 
sexual abuse. 
Volunteers help staff the 24-hour hotline and 
provide crisis counseling, support and referrals 
to callers seeking services. Training will be held 
during May and June. 
For more information, call Kristen at 'l,77-3203 . 
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Election cmnp~igns begin on crunpus 
· Two parties, Pajama and 4. 4. 05, 
enter race for senior class lecidership 
BY SHANE DUNN 
Staff Writer 
The dass of 2005 will have to choose be-
tween two parties when it votes for class of-
ficers. The Pajama Party and 4.4.05 (Four for 
'05) presented their platforms at the SGA 
meeting Tuesday. 
The Pajama Party · 
The Pajama Party consists 9f Chaida Kap-
funde, who is the party's choice for senior 
class president; Sheila Katz, who is running 
for vice president; Joseph Hanson, who is run-
ning for secretary; and Maureen Besch, who 
is running for treasurer. 
and include interested members of the senior 
class in assisting _the officers and the cabinet 
with decision making and event planning. 
4.4.05 
The other party vying for dass office po-
sitions is the 4.4.05 party. The party consists 
of ~igh Ann Scheider, who is running for 
president; Heather Wagoner, vice president; 
Caitlin Scarry, secretary; and Frank 
Velasquez, treasurer. 
The mission of 4.4.05 is "to take an already 
unified class and guide them through a fun, 
active year, that in the process will make the 
class of 2005 a legacy at Ithaca College," 
Wagoner said. 
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THE MEMBERS OF the Solutions Party are, from left, sophomore Kristin Leising, 
vice president of campus affairs; sophomore Brian Dashew, student body pres-
ident; freshman Meghan Reynolds, vice president of business and finance; and 
sophomore Dave Syracuse, vice president of academic affairs. Not pictured Is 
junior Janet WIiiiams, vice pr~sldent of communications. 
The "Pl Party" is focusing its platform on 
"relating to simpler times in [their] lives that 
the class of 2005 can all relate to." Along with 
the simpler times, the party's goal is to rec-
ognize and take advantage of the talent that 
lies within the senior class. · 
"We realize that we are just four members 
Qf the senior class, and there is a lot of tal-
ent out there, and we basically want to cap-
italize on what we already have," Besch said. 
Scheider said the party is intent on making 
the experience of the class of 2005 memorable. 
As a part of its plan, 4.4.05 would like 
to add new cabinet positions to increase and 
improve involvement. For example, a pro-
PQSed community service cabinet member 
would work with a subcommittee to enhance 
outreach of community service programs for 
seniors. Group runs unopposed for . SGA 
BY SHANE DUNN 
Staff Writer 
vice president of communications. 
Through increased senior involvement and 
school spirit, the party is hoping to represent 
For more information on 4.4.05, visit 
ww.geocities. com/ic4405. The party can also 
be instant messaged at IC4405. 
The Solutions Party is running unop-
posed for the SGA Executive Board for 
the 2004-05 school year. 
Solutions Party includes two current 
members· of the SGA Executive Board. 
Sophomore Brian Da.shew, vice president 
of communications, is the party's candi-
date . for student bocJy president, and 
freshman Megan Reynolds, vice president 
of business and finance, is running to 
main · · current posi · 
1 ............. . 
· "We would like to look at the structure 
of SGA as it fits in with the culture of Itha-
ca College and also to look at the ways 
in which we recognize individual efforts 
on our campus," Da~hew said. 
The party's, platform is grounded on 
five major components: 
• Serving the student body. 
• Effective presentation and implemen-
tation of solutions rather than discourse. 
• Reaching out to the student body and 
up to the administration, thus providing 
a~v; .... bod . . 
R~y~<;>l~ are' an . ~mg or 
vice president of campus affairs, sophomore 
Dave Syracu~ for vice president or acad-
emic affairs and juni~ Janet Williams for 
voices wi~n th~ SCA;, . on~ress, apd the 
student body as a whole. _ aureen Besch, treasurer; Joseph 
senior cfaes officers, are, from left, Frank 
Velasquez,. treasurer; CalUln Scarry, secr&-
tary; .._,_ :1:,.,_ vlc_e ~t; and • Better and more open communication 
between ~tatives ~ constituents. 
nson, NCl'lltary; Shella Katz, vice preel-
~AnnSct_ ,~ . , ; and Chalda 
School reaets to race issues 
BY ANDREAS SCHNEIDER 
Staff Writer 
The aftermath of a fight between a group of blB:ck 
students and a group of white students at Ithaca 
High School on March 23 h~ divided-the school 
along racial lines· and left Ithaca City School Dis-
trict officials and the community as ·a whole strug-
gling over what to do next. 
On Monday and Tuesday, roughly 500 of the 
school's 1,650 students wrote responses to the sit-
uation at an open assembly. 
Sean E_versley-Bradwell, an assistant professor 
in the Center for Teacher Education at Itha-
ca College and former teacher within the 
district, works in a program that provides 
assistance to local black and Latino stu-
dents. He said students are concerned with 
three main issues: safety from bullies, per-
ceived preferential treatment of black 
students by the administration and a la~k 
of institutional response to small problems 
before they escalate into violence. 
"The tensions are real, they're palpa-
ble," he said. "Some students are afraid 
to speak out - and that includes white stu-
dents and black students. When all is said and done, 
the question is, 'What can we do for the students?"' 
Some Ithaca High ~chool faculty and district of-
ficials have maintained that the fight, which result-
ed in the arrest of seven students, was not racially 
motivated, and that the problems have arisen from 
a cultural divide between urban and rural students. 
"There is a general understanding by the rural 
population that their concerns are not being ad-
dressed," said a person who works for the Ithaca 
City School District. "(These tensions are J a result 
of rural conservatism versus urban liberalism." 
However, after the fight, a rumor spread 
through the school that black students were 
threatening to beat up any white students who wore 
camouflage to school. In what has been called an 
organized act of solidarity by sources close to the 
situation, nearly 100 white students wore camou-
flage to school ,on Thursday. 
Reports from the school also indicate that a num-
ber of students wore hats with the Ku Klux Klan sym-
bol 3-11 on them (3 letters, K is the 11th letter of the 
alphabet). One student was sent home from school 
for bringing a white hood to school. 
Racial tensions have arisen at the school sev-
eral times in the past, and Eversley-Bradwell said 
the school is usually reactionary about such issues. 
'There see~ to be a lack of sensitivity, a lack 
of awareness about a lot of cultural issues that need 
to be discussed," said Latty Shinagawa, director of 
the Center for the Study of Culture, Race and Eth-
nicity at Ithaca Colleg~, who also has a 
daughter in the Ithaca City School Dis-
trict. "We have to communicate, we have 
to acknowledge that there are different 
cultures, and they're not as simple as ur-
ban versus rural." 
In a written statement, President Peg-
gy R. Williams said the college is open 
to working with the high school in an 
attempt to resolve the issue. 
"Ithaca - College has a lengthy 
record of collaborating on projects and 
programs with other educational in-
stitutions," Williams said in the statement. "We 
would be happy to join the ICSD in their ongoing 
dialogue and action strategies to address the im-
pediments to a positive learning environment for 
all children." 
Nancy Pringle, vice president and college 
counsel, also sits on the Ithaca City School Dis-
trict Board of Education. She appealed to students 
to take a leading role in what will be an ongoing 
discussion about race and culture issues. 
"High school students respond well to people 
who look like them, and sometimes us·older folks 
just don't cut it," Pringle said. "It would be great 
if some students who know about these issues could 
come forward and give us a hand." 
The Student Government Association decided 
at its meeting Tuesday to express concern about the 
incident in a letter to the school district. 
Governance committee 
passes noise proposal 
BY DANIEL PRINCE 
Staff Writer 
The City of Ithaca is one step 
closer to imposing harsher penal-
ties on noisy college parties. 
The city's Governance 
Committee approved numerous 
amendments to the current noise law . 
after extensive discussion at its meet-
ing on Tuesday, and the Common 
Council is expected to accept them 
with a vote on Wednesday. 
The proposed revisions would 
add a new category of noise of-
fenses "aggravated" by circum-, 
stances-such as a live band or un-
derage drinking and would increase 
fines and .penalties. The revisions 
are backed by residents who live in 
noisy areas, such as South Hill and 
Collegetown. -
The changes are aimed directly 
at large college parties. The pres-
ence of a "common source of al-
cohol . . . such as a keg" is first on 
the list of provisions to merit a 
stiffer penalty. 
Some of the fiercest debate at the 
meeting cam~ over the "half-hour 
clause," which would make it a po-
lice officer's prerogative to issue ci-
tations for every 30 minutes of "un-
reasonable noise." 
Cornell student and Alderman 
Michael Taylor, D-4th Ward, said 
he thought time should start when 
the officer comes to give the first 
warning. He said people causing an 
extended disturbance might not re-
alize they' re doing anything 
wrong if they are not notified. A 
band practicing could be punished 
several times for what is really only 
one offense, he said. 
But Alderman David Whit-
more, D-2nd Ward, said, "I want to 
give _police the maximum flexibil-
•ity to enforce [ this ordinance] ." 
· In the end, the committee 
struck the clause from the proposed 
changes. -
Tuesday's meeting involved 
some minor haggling over the 
minimum sentences to be im-
posed. They agreed to increase the 
minimum fine from $100 to $150 
for the first and second offenses, 
and $200 for the third offense. T_he 
fine for an "aggravated" violation 
can range from $250 to $1,000 on 
the first offense. 
Council members expressed 
frustration with the process and a 
desire to be finished with the re-
vised noise ordinance. 
The changes to the ordinance, 
first proposed by former Mayor 
Alan Cohen, are based on 2003 reg-
ulations in the town of East Lans-
ing, Mich. 
The parties that Michigan 
State University students held 
compelled the City Council to 
categorize noise infractions as 
misdemeanors, which carry a 
minimum $500.fine on the first of-
fense, and civil infractions, which 
will cost a party-thrower a mini-
mum of $1,000. 
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Series to examine future Faculty find stlldents unreceptive 
Continued from Page 1 
earlier and faster than planned, 
but Williams said the ultimate 
maintain the current student pop-
ulation even after the total num-
ber of students applying to col-
leges across the country declines. 
And the college is depending 
on a steady stream of students 
over the years to come to support 
the development and implemen-
tation of the new Ithaca. 
Continued from P~ge 1 
Pena-Shaff said she has adapt-
ed constructive student comments 
in her teaching, but many are dis-
criminatory and a detriment to hold-
ing a challenging class. 
ors are afraid to give 
ents information they 
goal was a sound one. · 
Demographic trends show that 
the total number of students ap-
plying to college will drop around 
2008 or 2009. 
truly need because they are 
afraid of the evaluation. 
-VAUN When that happens, the college 
must be in a strong position to 
maintain its .own student popula-
tion, she said. 
Over the next four weeks, The 
Ithacan will examine the various· 
facets of the new Ithaca. 
"Student evaluations can be 
very . positive," she said, "but 
many in many cases can be de-
structive and very damaging." 
A.ssistant professor of cinema. and photography 
Any drop in the number of stu-
dents attending the college would 
have significant · · · deleterious 
effects on the college's bottom line. · 
By expanding selected pro-
grams when it did and now fo-
cusing on crec1ting the new Itha-
ca, Williams and others expect to 
How will it affect the value of 
. an Ithaca College degree? How do 
alum,ji view the new goa.ls and am-
bitions of the college? How will this 
affect the colleges ability to raise 
the money necessary to carry out 
the ambitious Master Plan? What 
goals are other, similar colleges 
· working toward? 
College looks to target 
philanthropic efforts 
Continued from Page 1 
"I donated because I've had 
such an incredible experience 
here," she said. "I honestly feel 
like this is how I can give back 
to the school." 
Though the number of 
donors has increased signifi-
cantly, the amount they give has 
increased only slightly, from 
$913,216 in the 2001-02 fiscal 
year, to $1 .1 million in the 
2002-03 fiscal year. Semmler said 
she attributes the relatively 
small increase in the amount of 
·donations to the post-Sept. 11 
economic downturn. 
Though she has never given to 
the college, DiPietro said she 
would donate if she had the ex-
tra income to do so. 
Chuck Raniewicz '99 said he 
has never felt obligated to give 
money to ·the college after 
graduating. 
"I don't feel an obligation to 
donate since I paid my tuition and 
received ' my educationt he 
said. "I iecl the IJlOlldml ~ 
of the contract ends there.~' 
Senior Adam Klock said he has 
had both good and bad miµority 
professors. He said one of his,teach-
ers, Sean Eversley-Bradwell, as- say that person is biased. Sometimes 
sistant professor in ·.the Center for . students c~ge their minds after they 
Teacher Education, "speaks very, have had o~r classes, but they can-: 
well, presents multiplt: ,points of not take their comments back later." 
view and is well read." Peter Bardaglio, provost and 
. Eversley-Bradwell was on the vice p~~si~µtfor academic affairs, . 
last week's panel and said that ~m- · who pr~ei;s to c~l the evaluations 
ments such as these are in&ultil)g. "student reports," said there are oth-
He said it implies that the students er, mm:~ -rel,iable evalmttion proce-
are surprised that he, as a bi.J:acial dures that WQUld incoqmrate more 
professor, is articulate. . . pers~tive,.~llch as considering let-
Klock said: "I haye had a ters from former students . . 
plethora of teachers who are not "We don't think about these 
well-read and articulate. I didn't things often enough because we live. 
know that could be conceived as in this cocoon of privilege, the co-
being racist." coon of the third floor of Job Hall." 
Members of last week's panel Garry Brodhead, interim Park 
believed that evaluations are Scliool dean and associate 
harsher in clas.ses that discuss provost, s~d the largest problems 
multicultural issues and . where .with the q~;9f the evaluations are 
students learn things they do not tl,lat they are inconsistent and un-
expect. _ balanced .. ;There is not o~e specif-· 
"Professors are afraid to give the ic college policy for h~w the eval-
students information they truly uations should be used. 
need because they are afraid of the Traevena Byrd, director of the 
evaluations," Monroe said. Office of Affirmative Action and 
He said appropriate context. is Equal Empl9yment Opportunity, 
·pot giv:en to . eyaluati.ons fflld. tbey, serve9, ~'- tbe panel to answer 
. are not ex~. for bias4- ~ , . ,g1,1esf-Wns.~bou~ the.imp~ct of the 
''1be opinions are taken at face college's affirmative action poli-
value," he said .. There is nothing.to cies. She .said her job is to Beek di- . 
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATI-NG 
STtlDENTS! 
versity by making sure no one 
slips through the cracks and en-
suring that the college complies 
. with discrimination laws. 
More than· 26 percent of the fac-
ulty members hired in 2003 were 
minorities, up from 9.3 percent hired 
in 2001, but in 2003 only 8.8 per-
cent of the full-time faculty mem-
bers at the college were minorities. 
. Byrd said that even with an in-
creasing attempt to hire minority 
faculty, the overall numbers of mi-
.nority faculty have not increased 
as they hoped, in part because of 
retention issues. 
These numbers are signifi-
cantly lower than the national fig-
ures reported by the American 
Council on Education in 2000; 
more than .I 4 percent of faculty 
positions nationally were held by 
minorities. 
''We've had some success, but we 
have a long way to go, and~•~ just 
in terms of getting them in the door," . 
she said. "It's a waste of time if you 
can't keep people." , ,1 , 
Part of the problem in recruit-<•" 
ing minority faculty is the limited 
national applicant.pool. _ 
IMPORTANT COMMENCEMENT 2004 INFORMATION 
WAS RECENTLY MAILED T.O YOU·. AT YOUR LOCAL 
ADDRESS. 
FIWwr\ spec1a1s to New 11 ~. 
IF YOU ARE GRADUATING AND YOUR LOCAL 
ADDRESS IS NOT ON FILE -WITH THE REGISTRAR, 
YOU MIGHT NOT RECEIVE THIS MAILIN~. IF YOU 
HAVE NOT RECEIVED COMMENCEMENT 
INFORMATION IN THE MAIL, PLEASE PICK UP YOUR 
PACKET AT THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. 
UNDERGRADUATE PARENTS WERE ALSO SENT 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 
COMMENCEMENT. IF THEY DID NOT RECEIVE THE 
MAILING, EXTRA COPIES ARE AVAILABLE TO BE 
PICKED UP AT THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. 
• 8 W, • to NYC • = ID [mJ lsbtd · 4 ~frilrtsl 
Queens&lcqalsknt) . 
• TmYf!I from 4: 10 n to 8:0S 11117 d!r,s a weekl 
• Aipor1Comecm1DJFK, ~ Nank 
No re•~ are required. a-.. !.we .:-v 
.20 minutes from j,e ~ .lewel Airms ~ 
in ht ·Nedi Wing, 42nd Street Entrance. from 
the·ShatinegcJ1eS on fie 3rd loor«the North 
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BY KELLI B. GRANT 
Special Projects Manager 
It was 3 am., and as Rebekah's · 
roommate slept in their Lower 
Quad room, she quietly .left to 
brush her teeth, leaving the door 
unlocked behind her. 
After Rebekah returned, her 
roommate murmured sleepily, 
and a man lying next to her 
answered. 
The two women pushed the 
half-dressed male - who had 
wandered into the unlocked 
room while Rebekah was in the 
bathroom - back into the hall. 
Leaving doors unlocked is a 
problem for students. Off-cam-
pus, it has led to numerous 
burglaries during academic 
br~aks. On campus, it has led to 
larceni~s and other dangerous sit-
uations, said Investigator Tom 
Dunn of Public Safety. 
Last week, the campus re-
ceived a crime alert after two males 
entered a student's- unlocked 
room at 1 :45 am. on March 20 and 
rummaged through bis room-
mate's belongings. 
No figures are available for 
how many students enter anoth-
er student's room without per-
mission, but it is a factor in some· 
campus crime. • · . 
cent were because a student had occupied room - are rare. 
left the door unlocked, Dunn said. After the last day of classes dur-
He noted that the figures are un- ing May 200 l, two female students 
der-reported because so many stu- reported waking up to find an un:-
dents blame themselves or only known male in their rooms. 
have items of little. value taken; The first student reported that 
_ Larcenies are less likely to oc- at 3" a.m., she had been groped by 
cur in single rooms, Garden a man who had entered her un-
Apartments and .areas on campus locked Bogart Hall room while 
where the doors lock automati- she and her roommate slept. The 
cally upon closing, Dunn said. man fled the room when she woke 
People looking to enter rooms up and turned on a light. 
will usually try a double or a A second female reported 
triple, where roommates are al- that a similar incident had hap-
ways locking and unlocking the pened to her at 2 a.m. that same 
door. day. She awoke to find an un-
"l'm sure having a roommate known male crouching by her 
who doesn't lock the door is a bed. He then ran from the room. 
pain," Dunn said. "But you've got Her room, in Clarke Hall, was 
to get on them about it." also unlocked. 
During Spring 2002, two Dunn said the longer a door is 
freshman women reported that left unlocked, the harder it is to 
their West Tower room had find the perpetrator. 
been bur~larized while they "It only takes a few minutes 
were out. Both of their laptop for a person to come in and steal 
computers were stolen. One something," he said. "Sadly, a lot 
woman had left the door unlocked of the cases go unsolved . ., 
while she went to study in the Peacock was lucky. She was 
lounge. able to describe two unfamiliar 
Junior Alexis Peacock, one of men she· saw in the ha1,l just be-
the two students, remembers the fore her computer was stolen. She 
· "impact the incident had on her. A said she was told police caught 
writing major at the time, all her and prosecuted one man, but 
papers arid projects were lost. were unable to locate the other 
THE ITHACAN 5 
COOL TUNES, NO BONES ABOUT IT 
According_ to the annual secu-
rity report, eight on-campus bur-
glaries were reported during 
2000, with three each during 
2001 and 2002. Of those, 99 per-
Peacock said that though_ she suspect or her comput~r. · · 
doesn't feel any less safe on cam- It's important for students to 
.pus, now she's more ·careful · lock the door whenever they 
about locking her door. leave the room and when they are 
Dunn said that cases like Re- going to sleep, Dunn said. 
bekah's or the one reported last "Lock your door when you go 
week - where someone enters an away," he said. "'Ibat's a standard." 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR TROMBONIST SCOTT CHO leads the Ithaca College Jazz 
Bones at Castaways Friday night during the IC Jazz Festival. 
Students and Seniors $.10 
Open Mon-Fri 8 a.m.-7 p.m., 
Sat 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. _ 
103 South Cayuga St. . 
. 275-9413 
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Labyrinth s~ts -path for prayer 
BY CHRISTA LOMBARDI 
Chief Copy Editor 
"It was the first time I had really totally 
opened up to God - totally held nothing 
back." 
Fo~ freshman-Susan Wh~atley, walking 
along ·a prayer path prompted a spiritual ex-
perience like no other. 
"When you pray, usually you sit and you 
talk to God, and it's good, but something 
like this gives you a chance to listen, too," 
she said. 
Wheatley said she followed the path, or 
labyrinth, for the first ti'me at a church and 
was eager to participate when the college's 
Protestant Community sponsored a Lenten 
Labyrinth Walk in Emerson Suites on 
March 20 . . 
Students volunteered Sunday inorning to 
set up the canvas labyrinth provided by the 
I:>resbytery of Geneva Labyrinth Project. 
The labyrinth, which consists of three 
sections that are · connected by Velcro, 
stretched across more than half of the room. 
Soft music drifted through the large space 
whil€> candles gently flickered. Sixteen 
individuals gathered around the perimeter, 
revealing what they hoped to gain from the 
experience: faith, hope, inspiration, com-
fort, peace. ' 
any preconceived notions and being open and 
aware to whatever is happening, to any 
thoughts that come up or any memories or 
your feelings, what's going on in your body, 
what you're seeing and hearing," she said. 
· Junior Takumi Fukunaga said Sunday was 
his first experience with a labyrinth, and he 
didn't know what to expect. 
"When I first stepped onto it, I didn't re-
ally feel like it was going to be that much of 
a big deal," he said. "I didn't expect it to be 
that emotional." 
Freshman Ashley Taylor said walking on 
a prayer path helped her to relax. 
"I've got a lot of stressful things going on 
in my life right now, and it gave me a chance 
to put all that aside and reflect on the more 
important things," she said. 
Taylor added that she also enjoyed trac-: 
ing the finger labyrinths, which are wooden 
or ceramic labyrinths used by individuals at 
home or for people with vision or mobility 
problems. · 
· The Rev. Allison Stokes, Protestant 
chaplain, said she thinks people of aJl faiths 
can benefit from walking along a prayer path. 
"People are so afraid of making mistakes, 
doing something wrong," she said. "There's 
nothing you can do wrong here." 
Wheatley also said she encourages 
everyone to participate in the experience. 
"You always have a choice, free will, of 
whether to ignore God or not," she said. 
One by one, participants stepped onto the 
path, joining their peers in a rhythmic walk, 
eventually stopping to.sit or kneel at the cen-
ter before returning to the entrance. 
_ . . , JULIA FINN/THE: ITHACAN . "When you experience something like this, 
FRESHMAN -TIM_OTHY.THEN walks a prayer labyrinth In Emerson .Suites on March it's really hard to ignore." 
Barbara Schwartz, facilitator of the 
event and a member of the Presbyterian 
church in Trumansburg, said early Christians 
built labyrinths into the floors of church~s 
and cathedrals to aid in prayer and medita-
tion. She said they have been· constructed 
around the world. 
20, as part of a Lenten event sponsored by t~e Protestant Communl.Jy. The path w,-s · The Presbytery of Geneva, which governs 
borrowed from the Presbytery of Geneva Labyrlnt~ Project. , 60 Presb-yteri_an churches in the Finger 
Lakes region,4'\Jnded the priichase of the can- . 
vas in December 2000 through ~ -Emerging walkers always reach. There are no dead 
ends or high walls. 
A labyrinth, unlik~ a maze, is a single 
path that leads to a~ op~n center,_ .w_hich' 
· "One of the amazing things about the 
labyrinth i~ , that it's counterintuitive," · 
Schwartz said. "Even though you can see 
where you're going, where the c·enter is and . .·.. . 
RUN□□□ 
For your health 
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61 Additional New Units 
Downtown Ithaca- 24 i-Iour Access 
Variety of sizes from 5x5 to 10x20 
Low Rates! 
273-5729 
A division of Paolangeli contractor 
226 Cecil A. Malone Daive, Suite One, Ithaca, NY 14850 
where the entrance is, the.path-takes .all .kinds 
Missions grant, Schwartz said. ' 1 1 of loops and curves." ' 
People from area congregations painted 
on the purple design, which _was "only 
drawn on when purchased, in February and 
Mar~h 2001. 
She said individuals ar~ ~sked to walk 
silently and ~pproach the labyrinth with "gra-
cious :attentio?" w.hile:praying; . , . . . _, 
!''Gracious attention is tryi!!g_ to let go of 







choose ITHAGA's next 
. Student Information System. 
The new SIS could impact m~ny aspects of 
your college experience-including class 
re_gistration and hous_ing selection. 
Between March 3rd and April 6th four SIS 
Vendors will come to campus to 
showcase their systems. · 
1. PeopleSoft March 3, 4 (Wednesqay, Thursday) 
March 1 €), 17 (Tuesday, Wednesday) 
March 31, April 1 (Wednesday, Thursday) 




For complete details of their tw~-clay sessions, see 
the online Events Calendar or go to 
www.ithclca.edu/sis. · . 
$CT will present next Monday and Tuesday. Session 
segments you'll want to check out include: 
Opening Remarks and Overview 
Mon. 8:00am - 9:00am _ Clark Lounge 
Registration and Degree Au~m 
Wed. 1 :00pm - 2:45pm Clark Lounge 
Housing and Student Judiciary 
Thurs. • 3:00pm - 4:30pm· North Meeting 
Room (Campus Center) 
Don't miss this opportunity to give yoµr input! 
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Month.,presents,._OT field 
BY MATT HUNTLEY 
Staff Writer 
Students outside the school of 
Health Science and Human Perfor-
mance can find out about a "hands-
on" major as Occupational Therapy 
Month begins on campus. 
Jessica Danow, an OT major and 
vice president of the Ithaca College 
Student Occupational Therapy 
Association, is coordinating OT 
Month with sponsorship from the 
OT Club as part of her Profession-
al Concepts course. 
"[OT month] is ·a great way to 
get out PR, do some_ ap1>reciation 
for professors and doctors who re-
fer us," Danow said "[And] to let 
people know about us so they can 
request our services because there 
is so much we can do for so many 
people." 
The events at Ithaca College 
kick off today with a teach-in titled, 
"What is Occupational Therapy?" 
from 12:10-1 p.m. in Textor 103. 
This evening at 7 in the Center for 
Health Sciences 203, Jen Kingse-
ly, who received her bachelor's de-
gree in 2000 and master's in 2001, 
will speak ~ut life after gradua-
tion, discuss the OT registration 
exam and her personal field work. 
"Most persons are not as clear 
about what an occupational thera-
pist does," said Barbara Hansen, 
clinical assistant profe~sor and 
field work coordinator for the oc-
cupational therapy program. ''The 
teach-in will help explain that OTs 
assess their clients to find out 
what it is that they need to do or 
want to do to make their lives func-
tional and meaningful. Then OTs 
MEGHAN MAZELL.A/THE ITHACAN 
. SENIOR JESSICA DANOW, right, an occupational therapy major, 
demonstrates on senior OT major Patricia Cole how she would help a 
person shower In the Actlvltl~ of Dally Living Lab In the HIii Center. 
help hose people make it happen." 
From April 13-15, OT students 
will be on-hand to teach other stu-
dents about the field and give 
away prizes at a table in the Cam-
pus Center. They will also hand out 
a five-question quiz about OT, and 
those quizzes with the correct an-
swers will be put into a raffle to give 
away OT clothing and other 
awards. 
On April 14, thei:e will be a 
breakfast to honor OT faculty, and 
on April 17, the OT program will 
have a presentation at Ithaca Today 
for prospective incoming students. 
Danow hopes that OT month will 
bring about awareness of the im-
P.)rtance of occupational therapy. 
•~our main thing is to promote 
function and quality of life," 
Danow said. "I just want people to 
know that we're there, and there's 
stuff we can do to help them." 
OT Month is a nationally recog-
nized event that has always been in 
April. The American Occupational 
Therapy Association sponsors OT · 
Month around-the country. . 
The OT program has a clinic on 
the fourth floor of CHS, open to 
students and members of the com-
munity. To find out more about OT.-
visit the national Web site at 
www.aota.org, or e-.mail the Ithaca 
chapter at ICSOTA@yahoq.com. 
Itl,aca-College ~•~ / 
Preview 
March 30 8:00 pm 
presents· 
Opening Night 
April 1_ 8:00 pm 
Showing 
April 2 & 3 8:00 pm 
Apdl 3 & 4 2:00 pm 
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Visiting journalist 
to share experience 
BY STEPHANI.E BERGERO.N 
Staff Writer 
A well-known broadcast 
journalist will discuss her pro-
fession in a speech tonight. 
Dawn Fratangelo, a New 
York City-based correspondent 
for "Dateline NBC," is this 
year's Jessica Savitch · Distin-
guished Journalism 
Lecturer. 
reau as well as at the NBC-owned 
station in New York. She was a 
substitute news anchor on 
NBC's "Today" and has held 
many other broadcast positions. 
April Korpi,· program assistant 
for the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications, said all students 
could benefit from the. lecture. 
"One of the things she has to 
offer is real-world ex-
penence," she said. 
Junior Lauren Mar-
tin, a Jessica Savitch 
scholar in. the com-
munications school, 
said Frantangelo's 
speech is a great op-
portunity for students 
to see what their future 
careers may be like . 
· Fratangelo will 
speak about her career 
in broadcast journal-
ism in a speech titled 
"Television Journal-
ism: Covering the 
World Prom A to Z" at 
7:30 p.m. in the Roy 
H. Park School of 
Communications Au-
ditorium. 
FRATANGELO "We don't get many 
Fratangelo's experience in 
the field of broadcast journalism 
is extensive. In her 22-year career, 
she has·-covered stories such as the 
Alaskan oil spill, the release of 
Nelson Mandela, the 1996 storm 
on Mount Everest and the Sept. 
· 11 attacks. 
She. has won two Emmy 
Awards and an Edward R. Mwrow 
award for 'The Rookie," a "Date-
line" story that inspired a major 
motion picture. Fratangelo also 
serves as substitute anchor on the 
weekend ·edition of "NBC Night-
ly News with Tom Brokaw." 
Before joining "Dateline," 
Fratangelo worked as a corre-
spondent at NBC's Chicago bu-
opportunities like this 
all the time, so I think it's good 
to take advantage of them while 
they're here at our school," she 
said. 
Martin also said that it is im-
port_ant for students to see people 
that are already out in their areas 
of study. 
"It's important for us to ask 
people questions who are in the 
field we want to go into because 
it helps prepare us for what 
We're going to do in the future," 
she said. · 
This is the 12th anniversary of 
the lecture series, which honors 
· the life of Ithaca alumnus and for-
mer NBC news anchor Jessica 
Savitch '~8. 
A 19th century Jewish girl decides to get an educatfon by posing as a boy. During 
her studies oftlie Talmud she learns the teachin~ of her ancestors a.nd mo.re than 
she could have ever imagined about life~ The play was adapted from a 
dramatization of the charming short story by Nobel Prize-winning author 
Isaac Bashevis Singer. 
April 1st - Apirl 4t~ 
Textor 102 
Ca11 the ticket otTtcc in Dillingham Ccnter; 607-274-3224 
fo.r information and tickets. 
· Tickets also available at: 
Ticket Center at Clinton House in Ithaca, at 607-273-4497 
Willard Straight Hall ticket office at Comell Unive~ity 
www.ithaca.edu/theatre 
Thurs~ 8pm 
Fri - 7pm, 9:30pm & 12am 
Sat - 7j,m, 9:30pm & 12am 
$3 Sun - 3pm & 8pm $3 
www.ithaca.edu/sat, 
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Community~tO_ examine··· 
LGBT issues in Aprjl · 
e$day · Th~r~d Friday 
BY BRITTANY WEINGARTNER 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca College will r~cognize and cele-
brate sexual minority populations during the 
month of Gaypril, also known as the Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Awareness 
Month. 
Gaypril kicked off on Tuesday with the 
raising of the gay pride flag on the Acade-
mic Quad. More events are scheduled to take 
place throughout the month, including var-
ious workshops and lectures. 
Renowned scholar Robyn Ochs, · co-
founder of the Boston-based Bisexual Re-
source Center, will give a workshop on April 
1, on the myths and realities of bisexuality. 
Sopho~ore Joshua Redman, treasurer and 
vice president of BIGAYLA said he expects 
Ochs' s speech to be one of the biggest and 
most educational events of the month. 
He said there are still a number of stereo-
types and general misconceptions within the 
LGBT community. 
Another event scheduled during Gaypril is 
the campuswide Day Of Silence on April 21. 
Students take a vow of silence for the day to 
protest discrimination against LGBT students. 
Currently BIGA YLA has formed a com-
mittee to plan additional events for 
Gaypµl, including a drag show and an LGBT 
semiformal, but the club has no official dates 
for the events. More information will be 
made available as the month continues. 
"The events are another way for every-
one to become more ed~cated wjth. the top- · 
ics of sexuality and gender while having fun,'' 
Redman said. 
Lisa Maurer, coordinator of the Center for 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Ed-
ucation, Outreach and Services, said Gaypril 
is a month that allows LGBT students to eel-
ebrate while also raising awareness about the 
existense of sexual minorities. 
. "It's a month set aside as a reminder to 
people that we as a sexual minority people 
are truly everywhere," Maurer said. 
Gaypril Highlights 
Aprll 1: "Choosing to Label" work-
shop with Robyn Ochs. 12:15 p.m., 
LGBT Resource Room, Counseling 
Center. 
"Bisexuality: Myths & Realities" 
speech, 7:30 p.m. in Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center. -
Aprll 7: Gerontology Institute 
Workshop Series: "Alphabet Soup: 
Meeting the Needs of LGBT Elders," 
1 :30 - 4:30 p.m. in Clark Lounge. 
Aprll 14: Eve Sicular lecture: "The 
Celluloid Closet of Yiddish Film: 
Lesbian and Gay Subtext from a 
Cinema of Diaspora," 7:30 p.m. in 
Textor 103. 
Aprll 15: "Out of the Closet and Onto 
the Screen" film series presents 
"Sambal Belacan" and "Fated to be 
Queer," 7 p.m. in Texto~ 103. 
Aprll 21 : Campuswide Day of 
Silence. observance. 
Aprtl 29: "Out in Africa," a presenta-
tion on the challenges and 
opportunities for LG8T individuals in' 
sub-Saharan Africa; 7 p.m. in , : 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus CenteF. 
ab 
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THURSDAY, MARCH 25 
.8:15 P.M. 
FORD HALL 
"-t:11r:," : 1 ' 
·Il1-JACA 
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»s ,::,, ()I. 
~ "~~1-~i 
T~keu available starting March 5: 
Ticket Center at Ointon House and Willard Straight Hall 
box offices: 273-4497 (locally). 800-284-8422 (out of town) 
$10.00 :-Children.. senior citizens. Ithaca College students 
$16.50 Ithaca College alumni, faculty, staff; 
Friends of Ithaca College; other students 
S20.00 General public 
' ' . 
For more information: 607•274-3717 • www.tthaca.edulmusldguestartlsts 
A[L..students who will be studying abrq~qJtfSprir,g '04~bn anY,. ·. 
IC EXCHANGE, _AFFILIATED or NON.;AFFILIATEQJ?ROGRAM / 
must attend two mandatory study ab.road· orientation sessioris 
,, in order to receive credit for the study abroad progtam! 
STUDY ABROAD 
DETAILS 
Mon., 4/5, 6:00-7:00 
Textor 103 
·Tues., 4/13, 12:10-1:00 
Textor 101 




Thurs., 4/8,.12:10.-1 :00 
Textor 101 
Tues.-, 4/20, 5:00-6:00 
Textor 101 
Tu~s., 4/27, 12:10-1 :00 
Textor 101 
· For more information, please contact the Office of International Programs 274-3306 - 213 Muller Faculty Center 
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Public Safety 
-Incident Log· 
March 16 Medical assist 
Unlawful posses$lon/mar1Juana LOCATION: F-lot . . 
LOCATION: Terrace 12 . SUMMARY: Caller reported injury to knee 
SUMMARY: Officer report89 odor of while exiting vehicle. Person declined· any 
marijuana. Two students judiciciilly.referred :- medicaLassistance. Patrol"Officer Bruce · 
for possession of marijuana and/or para- . . . 'Holmstock. - · . 
phernalia. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. ·.March17 .,, __ : ._. 
conduct and any action by owners is 
pending. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
Aggravated harassment · 
LOCATION: East Tower 
SUMMARY: Caller reR,Orted unknown female 
made harassing phone calls. Pending · 
investigation. Patrol Officer .Erik Merlin. 
connection, which was originally reported 
_ · on March 1 . One student judicially referred 
for creating a hub to share copyrighted 
material. Investigator Thomas Dunn. 
Conduct code violation . 
LOCATION: Terrace 7 
Medical assist 
LOCATION: Terrace 8 
:- Motor vehlcle,acdaenC -. 
LOCATION;;:f:fo~_Si~fla.pf. parking lot . Larceny · 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a'-two-car, property LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 4 
·SuMMARY: Caller reported person with alco-
hol. One student judicially referred for 
· underage possession of alcohol. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock. SUMMARY: Caller reported a·person having 
difficulty breathing. Ambulan~e,transported 
the person to CMC. Sgf FredEfrick'Thomas. 
. damage'MVAi Patrol Office(Jus~in Benson:: SUMMARY: Caller r~ported unknown persons 
stole clothing. Pending investigation. Patrol Attempted robbery 
Found property . . _ Officer William Kerry. 
LOCATION: Office of PubHc Safety parking lot . 
LOCATION: M-lot 
Motor vehlcle accident 
· LOCATION: Physical Plant parking lof ·' . . Su~MARY: Caller found·a damaged cell ,: Larceny 
phone and turned it over to Public Safety. . LOCATION: Hill Genter . 
SUMMARY: Caller reported attempted rob-
. bery. Officers identified the sus~ct. 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a two-~r,: property 
damage MVA. Patrol Officer Willi~m Kerry. 
Accidental property damage 
LOCATION: All other/New Jersey 
SUMMARY: Caller reported accidental dam-
age to college vehicle. Patrol Officer William 
Kerry. . . 
KEY 
. Larceny 
. LOCATION: Park Hall . . 
. SUMMAR¥: Caller reported unknown perSQn 
stole video camera. Pending investigatiori~ 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
_. /;, :~ 1 I - ,[:::-• • :,... ' 
Harass~nt . ,. 
.l,..OCATION·:· Landon Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown males 
ABC - Alcohol beverage control law yelled obs9enities. PeAding investigation. 
CMC _ Cayuga Medical Center Patror~~cer Bruce fiqlmstock. 
DWI - Driving._while intox_icated ., ... March: 18 . :.·.:, ::' .. IFD - .Ithaca Fire Department_ • _ · .. , . . . . · · · 
IPD - · Ithaca Police pepartmer,t ··, ·.:: ' .• ·· ·-~•0 ~~Y conduct ' 
MVA - Motor vehicle accident .. - . . . -LOCATION. L~lot '• ' : 
RA _ Resident assistant- SUMMARY: Offic~r reported a per~_on had_ 
TCSD _ Tompkins county Sheriff's p~nched two parked ve~icles. The officer 
Department did not observe any O~VIOUS damag~ and 
V& T - Vehicle and traffic violation the owners of th~ ve:h1cle ~ere. co_ntacted. 
Student judicially referred for disorderly • 
,., 'l _, . ..,, ...... .. . ,, ~ ... ~· ,, ; ,, • - .,, ·>·. ..... _..:.' ._'.\.:.,~ ~:;;.\-: ,":,. ... :. 1f :; 
Friday, April 2, -2004 
7:00 p~m. 
Park Auditorium _; ·. · 
How can you help .a ,,1encf re~over from the 
devastation of s·exual assault and . . . . 
acquaintance rape? 
Kelly Walker and.·Rebecca Tleder will 
share th.elr experiences .and··11elp you 
answer that -question. 
Sponsored by the Sexual Assa111t Awareness Committee, SGA, Office 
of Affirmative Action, the-Health Promotion Committee, RHA, and 
the Office of Resldentlal Life. 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons stole clothing. Pending investigation. 
Patrol OfficerWIIHam Ker~. 
. March .19 
• Falsely reporting an Incident 
LOCATION: Terrace 6 
SUMMARY: Fire alarm caused by an . · 
unknown· person activating a pull station. 
System reset and pending investigation. 
Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. · -
Found property . - . . _ 
LOCATION: Campus.Center , . 
SUMMARY: A video camera was found and 
turned over to Public Safety. 
Follow-up Investigation 
LOCATION: Terrace 8 
SUMMARY: Officer interviewed student 
r$gar'ding unauthorized use of a ResNet 
Suspect identified as a juvenile and taken 
. to Tompkins County Public Safety buil~ing. 
Suspect charged by TCSD with attempted 
robbery and menacing. Patrol Officer: . 
, William Kerry . . 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION: Lyon Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged a garbage cean and threw 
· trash on the floor. Pending investigation. 
Pa~rol Officer 'Donald Lyke . . 
. . . . . . 
March-20 \_ 
Accidental pr()p811y damage 
LOCATION: College Circle parking lot 
SUMMARY: Officer reported a vehicle stuck in 
the snow. One student judicially referred for 
damaging lawn. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
· For the complete Public Safety Log, go. to 
'www.ithaca.fKJulithacan; 
' 
oin the President's Host Committeen 
♦ · Lead campus tours· 
• .Meet prospective students 
♦ Par.ticipate in Admissions events 
• HAVEFUNH . 
Applicatiofts Due: 
· · November 7th by 5:00PM 
lntervlaws: 
November 17th . 18th 19th , I i 
5:30-8:QOPM· 
*Sign Up in~-
~ Y(?UR ~ATION JN 
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Quote of the week 
''We've been out of whack as an institution, as a 
culture, as households and as a society." 
Michael Smith, Page 1S 
Editorials 
Crime alerts needed 
CoUege should post all on-campus felonies 
Two serious crimes were committed on campus last week. Public Safety only issued an ·alert about one of them. . 
One involved a stud~nt who woke up to find two 
college-age males rifling through his roommate's be-
longings in the middle of the night. The perpetrators 
fled the scene and have not been seen since. 
In the other crime, a 15-year-old brandishing a medi-
um-sized rock demanded money from a ~tudent. The· 
student escaped injury, and the 15-year-old was 
caught almost immediately and charged with a felony. 
The Tompkins County Sheriff's Department 
thought the occurrence of a felony on campus warranted 
a press release. The Office of Public Safety did not. 
'Though alerts were posted, and an e-mail was sent about 
the room invasion, no one bothered to tell students about 
a violent criine committed in a parking lot. · 
Dave Maley, director of media_relations, said the 
college chose not to issue an alert about the attempted 
armed robbery because the suspect had been 
caught, and thus, there was no need to ask the cam-
pus "to be on the lookout for some suspect." 
But generating· tips that might help solve a crime 
should-not be the only reason t~ release an alert. Stu-
dent must be made aware of the dangers they face 
and reminded that the campus is. not a bubble im-
pervious to· intrusions from the outside world. 
An alert about this incident would have reminded 
the campus to avoid becoming ·complacent. 
Though not r~µired by law to do much more than· 
provide a log of mcidents and an annual statistical · 
summary of crimes committed on .campus, the col-
lege is required by' conscience to do-its best to keep 
the campus community alert and aware. 
Gannett reinvigorated .. 
Staff contributes fresh visions to campus 
The Ithacan .,,., ....... • • p1n1on 
... I SEE 
NO EVIL ... 
\ -----
~ ~. .. .. 
Letters 
THURSDAY 
APRIL 1, 2004 
PAGE10 
... 61:CAUSE · I Sf>EA\'\ 
NO fVIL! ) 
,.......~-'.~' --.·_,\;; ;~/:. _,__,. -""""' 
Student in_.. put need_ed . . sented yearlong or longer ~search pro- whelmed with generosity, support and 
· jects in · 1 ~ different disciplines. The encouragement! Some people even 
-I would like to express my point'C>f- eventis already ·suffering from alack had stories to share of how MS has af-
view-regarding the article "Noisy · ·. of attendance:because prospective at- fected them personally. 
Neighbors" from last week's.issue of tendees are both professors and stu: · I wasn'ttold ofa policy against fund 
The Ithacan. I am currently a resident dents who cannot afford to miss ·their · raising without official consent until I 
of Pleasant Street on South Hill and classes. got to the Center for Student Leader-
have had personal ~ -,:withaoiiie: · . llbe; J ,tim,:P allotted-· iooJ the "'; shjv..aad'I~vdlvementiTher~f,I,wasi.w& 
violatiou. It is:~ty aprof>lem for· · string of presentations 1s during class · , littled f~ being unawme·of a;policy, 
all of the residents - students or not. hours when very few people are avail- which the ·majority of staff I 
I don't believe that the article ac- able. Students who have dedicated so encountered were either unaware of or 
curately represented the student resi- much time and energy to completing disregarding. I was rudely spoken.to in 
Great things are happenin2 in the Gannett Center this dents of Pleasant Street. Many of us are their projects already grapple with t)le front of the entire office. As someone 
year, in large part thanks to two new faces .in the build- very concerned with the ne'Y ordinance issue of an absentee audience, and re- • who has always followed rules, I can 
ing. C.Ollege Librarian Lisabeth Chabot and Handwerker and its effects on the rest of the time ceiving no credit in their own college honestly say I was not aware of this pol-
Gallery Director Cheryl Kramer have each done great we will be spending here, especially newspaper is yet another degmdation icy. If I were, necessary procedures 
work in-their first year at Ithaca College. with the end·1of the school year ap- to • the value of their academic would have been followed . . So please 
The gallery, which was previously poorly publi- proaching. The problem won't simply . achievement. To ensure that the stu- don't make this dreadful mistake. The 
cized and underutilized, has beenrevitalized this year. be solved by some of the commonly' dents' work is not overshadowed by the ,policy is indeed located in section 
It has been the site of poetry readings, student-curated . voiced student perspectives,~ in""·,,. ·top.stories of loud parties andBom~r~:· 2.12 , _' of ·· .Yolume · ·11 of · the 
art shows and displays of American Indian paintings. · . . ~lude, ~•If ,f.QU ·• can't handle noise, sports victories, I would like tcitalce this Ithaca Colfege Policy Manual. As a stu-
lt is a lively place a~~~ and ~er can take a good ~'. · · "'.fn?ve.ff: W'e ~ ~ not so jgnorant to . OPJ>?~ty_ to congrat'11ate _all of the de~t, I ha~en 't .h~d the ti~e to ,r~ad the 
deal of credit for remv1goratmg 1t. · ·. . think that this will be the answer. participants who presented . at -the entire . handbook ~ foohsh as 1t may 
The library, too, has made significant improvements > There have been instances where I . .Whalen Symposium. The Ithaca Col- seem, I'ye been busy with schoolwork. 
this year and occupies its rightfulplace as a center for have become frustrated with the noise lege community cares aboui and con- Were my·objective~.unethical.and the 
study and learning and not simply arepositocy of books: on my s~t as-well. There have been dones your hard work'.e_ven if you were extreme~ of the faculty and staff 
Chabot has made a number of important changes and instances where I have been wrongfully not publicly .tnd·~servedly:recognized · wrong? I thmk when it comes down to 
1w always been willing to listen to suggestions and ideas · targeted for noise beyond my control. I for your scholastic .dedication in · 1ast it; my .goal-was mote than worthy, and 
from students on how the library could better seive them. . think everyone needs to·realii.e that this . week's paper: - ,their hearts ·were in the right place. 
Kramer aiid Chabot, with their focus on student learn- problem affects us all -one way or aii- •. · ·-~, , ·· · v -
ing and involvement, exemplify the qualities the; :col'.' . · · other~ Thoµgh I'm n.~~ie to -SQlv~ this ·.;. .. • ~ ~ , . .. KIM GILLMAN .'07 : ..,. SHANNON COOK '05 
lege should seek in hiring faculty, staff andadministratots . · ·· ongoing dilemma, l wO;U:ld like to·~ug- · : . - - ~ . .. . ., 
.-------~------~----'-;·. · gest ~ Y!e all give a :little more re~ .· Policy not publicized • 
· to our neighbors. After all, we do hve .· · · 
~Ithacan 
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on "Pleasant Street." My · sister-in-law was diagnosed 
with· Multiple Sclerosis three years ago 
. MOLLY ROBINSON '05 .. and I take part in the National MS walk . 
annually on her behalf. I . thought, by 
Prai~e .to particip_ ants _ being ·on a college ·campus ·I could 
really network and possibly reach my 
fund-raising goal. So off to adminis-
tration offices: I went. Upon entering -
each office I spoke to the person in 
charge . ."I'm a student on campus, and 
I am writing to express · my disap-
pointment about this , past week's 
edition of The Ithacan. The lack of 
coverage on the James J. Whalen Aca-
demic Symposium was a surprise 
from a newspaper that usually does a 
worthy job of crediting student 
academic accomplishment. 
The annual symposium March 22 
included presentations by more than 
100 Ithaca College students. They pre-
in May I will be participating in the MS 
walk. ·I would like to -know if I may ask 
people in the office if they would like 
· to contribute at this time?" The ques-
tion takes 15 seconds to ·say and two 
seconds for response. All but one 
granted me entrance, and I was over.: 
. SE~O A LETTER 
,. ,.,._ ' 
· ':the Ithacan welcomes cor-
i;espondence jroin <,1ll read- . 
. -ers. Please include your 
. >'nmne;'phqne ,:,umber, year 
of graduation and/or yow 
organizational or college 
title/position. Letters must 
be 250 words or less and 
signed-and submitted in 
writing or through e-mail by 
· !Jonday at 5 p.m.for publi-
cation. The Ithacan reserves 
the right to edit letters for 
length, clarity and taste. 
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~not'o\et Graduates must think Just a 
"'ng e ~. about health care policy ·Though 
. EMILY 
As the class of 2004 takes nervous first PAULSEN 
steps into the real world, there's mucp. to 
worry about: finding work, finding housing 
and securing health care. Perhaps the last is 
most daunting since many students have 
been on their parents ' health care plans their 
whole lives. As these students graduate, most 
get booted from their parents ' plans and must 
delay any illnesses until 
after they get jobs. 
Eventually they'll 
find jobs that pro-
vide adequate, though 
lisualJy frustrating, care. 
But for many 
Americans, the anxiety 
over paying for doctors' 
visits and the necessity 
of not getting sick is 
enduring. 
The anxiety of 
going even a short time 
without health care 
will, I hope, create empathy among 
students for those mired in that situation. 
Lack of care is no longer just an issue for 
the poor. As health care costs skyrocket, 
the uninsured climb into higher -.i(leome 
brackets. I hope this sense of vulnerability 
will create a national consensus that unjust 
distribution of health care is morally 




Today 43 million Americans lack health 
care, and the number· is growing. For the 
uninsured - as a child I_ bounced back and 
forth from being insured to uninsured many 
times :- care is delayed until it's so urgently 
nt~eded it can't beignored. 
The United States has a peculiar system 
where care is tied to one's job, but some jobs · 
- sweeping floors, washing dishes ~ don't 
pay e~o~gh to ~y for getting sick.--:The 
BILL BRUBAKER/THE WASHINGTON POST 
BECAUSE-UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE does not exist In the United States, many col-
lege seniors will be without health Insurance after graduation. 
function with dirty floors and dishes. 
Since these jobs will always e,µst, our 
society must make moral decisions about 
how to treat the people who hold them. We 
should not be comfortable with a system that 
forces certajn people - 43 million ~ to go 
without health care. 
It's a bizarre way for an otherwise 
advanced country to care for its sick. This is 
the only industrialized Western nation that 
does not provide universal he,alth care. As a 
result, our health care -costs are the world's 
highest, and,many of our citizens go without 
needed care: -:. · 
comparison, only . 2 percent of Medicaid's 
costs are for overhead. It's a devastating 
rebuttal to the claim government can do 
nothing right.- In many countries with 
universal care, the .cost is even lower, since 
funds aren't wasted combating fraud. 
Contrary to those who say America 
can't afford it, universal health care would 
save hundreds of billions of dollars by 
reducing needless trips to emergency 
rooms . True, the burden w<>uld shift as 
resources are devoted to families 
contributing less, but the cost • would be 
less than what we already spend on health 
care - and get less for in return. 
The 2004 elections present an exciting 
opportunity. All students and voters should . 
make universal healthcare a priority ~nd 
support candidates - of any party -
committed to making quality health care a 
human right for all Americans. 
I. 
_ · .. }!ajnful ~~oices are maje between paying 
for doctors and paying for necessities, and • 
care is often delayed until a · trip to the 
emergency room is required, when simple 
ailments are much more expensive to treat 
than they would be otherwise. But when 
health care is universal, people can afford 
pieventative ~• which saves in~ long run. 
t l'-114,..... . . .... ,olilia .., 
cad consumes more than a quarter of · journalism . :r~· major.0 E.!mail 1tim at 
premiums paid to private providers. By ~noval@ithaca.edu. 
_:; . 
,The•iy.Vay 
I See It . 
Eating che~seburgers 
causes human hunger 
Making the world a better 
place for the entire human 
population has never been easier. 
All you have to do is make a few 
lifestyle changes. I'm not 
talking about dousing 
yourself in gasoline and 
striking the match in the 
name of all that is 
righteous. Instead, I'm 
talking about taking a 
closer look at the food 
you purchase. 
pound of ~fl Currently there 
are more than · one·. billion 
starving people in the world, and 
still a third of the grain and half 
of the cereal grown 
goes straight to 
livestock. . . It , is 
estimated that if I 0 
percent of: the world's 
population · · ' became 
vegetarian, there would 
be enough grain to save 
(j() million people from 
starvation. Everyone knows that 
being vegan is a 
lifesaving gesture for 
animals, but veganism 
SARAH VALEK Another thing this 
Guest Writer "egg and triple cheese 
is also extremely important for 
the human rights movement. 
But how does the decision to 
skip out on the latest "double-
bacon-triple-cheeseburger'' i"eally 
help the human race? 
Well, that monster bµrger has 
been up to some devious things. 
First off, the burger is actually 
helping to continue the spread of 
world hunger. Livestock eat up 
an incredible amount of quality 
grains that could be diverted to 
feed the human population. For 
example, it takes approximately 
IO pounds of grain to produce 
only one pound of beef. 
Couldn't that grain be used to 
feed more people than one 
wj(h :french fries .in the 
middle on a sesame seed bun" 
burger is contributing to iR the 
.. exploitation of factory workers. 
According to .Eric Schlosser's 
· book, "Fast Food - Nation," 
slaughterhouses . are very 
dangerous places to work in due 
to deplorable conditions. 
Schlosser also writes that the 
majority of slaughterhouses and 
packing plants are owned by 
giant multinational corporations. 
They want to pump out as much 
product as possible by ijlcreasing 
assembly line speed at an almost 
impossible rate, with little regard 
for employees. Schlosser point 
out that this causes numerous 
inj!Jries, all without any hope of 
compensation. The workers are world, give some vegan food a 
often- pressured into hiding their try. When I first heard of vegans, 
injuries to save the companies on I vowed that I would never be 
insurance, a direct reflection of part of ~ group that advocated 
. the·factories • conditions. eating salads. But after four years 
· Most of the people who work of being vegan, I never feel that 
in the slaughterhouses are my choices are restrictive, and 
immigrants, and a growing -. instead I feel that my beliefs are 
number are illegal immigrants, . embracing .the well-being of the 
according to Schlosser. Factories· · world. Even if you don't think 
: · seek to employ .these · workers that cows are the cutest or that 
because, they are more likely to chickens are adorable, you can 
accept lower , wages. Migrant still expand your circle of · 
workers usually spend less than · oompassion to encompasses the 
one year in a single factory and members of your own species. 
,therefore go without health . It's a simple act that resonates 
insurance. Slaughterhouses also throughout the globe. 
have an extremely high turnover If you find these facts 
rate - between 80 percent and compelling, contact boundless-
100 percent per year, which is an ethics@ithaca.edu for more 
astonishing percentage! information about Ithaca 
As you can see, these burgers College'sBoundlessEthlcsclub. 
are committing sinister acts . 
against humanity and .are getting 
away with it. If you want to put a 
halt to some of the evils in the 
Sarah Valek is a soplwmore art 
major.· E-mail her at 
svalekl@ithaca.edu. 
~t~ and comm9".1t_a~les wlll appear ~n this page weekly. To contribute, please call Opinion EdHor Natalle Lyons at 274-3208. 
Issues oversimplified 
by bumper stickers 
What do feminists, Phish fans and 
members of the NRA have in common? 
The same thing environmentalists, 
patriots and NA SCAR dads do - they 
all really like bumper stickers. · 
Just take a look around. Walk through 
the Ithaca College parking lots or check 
out the car in front of you while you're 
sitting at a red light. Chances are, you'll 
find some amusing reading material 
("Beer - helping white people dance 
since 1837") or even good advice ("Kill 
Your Television"). Bumper stickers are 
everywhere, and they're not limited to the 
basic "vote so-and-so" or "save a tree" 
slogans anymore. 
There are bumper stickers promoting 
everything from gun rights to animal 
rights, _from colleges to Christianity. 
There are - even bumper stickers for 
parents who want to brag about their 
honor students and· drivers who want to 
make fun ohhese parents. 
But why are we so crazy about bumper 
stickers? It seems that in our hyper-
individualized culture, we 're constantly 
searching for ways to distinguish 
ourselves or prove that we are unique. 
Plastering our cars with bumper stickers 
is a cheap, simple way to do just that. It's 
also an easy way to create collective 
~identities and display our group alliances. 
Phisb and the Dave Matthews-Band fans 
. ,.~~ 
bumper-sticker cults. - :--.....-.__..~£"1 
-Of course, it does seem odd that we 're 
constructing our identities on the backs of 
our cars. But it almost seems st11;11aer that 
we're. shoving our politics back there, 
too. By slapping stickers on the backs of 
our cars, we•ve . managed to reduce 
almost every issue and ideology to a 
catchy three-word slogan. And nearly 
every politician· has created a group of 
bumper-sticker supporters. 
In the ·past .couple years; the war on 
terror and the invasion of Iraq have been 
among the most popular bumper-sticker 
topics. Slogans like "Peace is Patriotic" 
and "Don't Mess with the U.S." have 
passed through the streets side-by-side. 
Not surprisingly, we exn:acted another 
complex issue from public debate and 
stuck it on the backs of our cars. 
Now don't· get~ me wrong. Bumper 
stickers. aren't- completely· devoid of 
tho11ght, bumoror insight. And I'm not 
saying we should all peel our messages 
about abortion, recycling and guns off 
the backs of our cars. But why are they 
really there? · 
It seems that": bumper stickers are 
· supposed · ·to 0prove -some sort of 
CODlmitnierit · _to furthering a cause or 
creating politicaf dialogue. But really. 
any , idiot can ~lap a sticker on a car 
and drive ·to the supermarlcet. If this 
is . the extent of your efforts to 
create dialogue and change, you might 
as well leave your ve~icle parked in 
your.driveway. 
No matter how much you believe the 
words on the back of your car, a sticker 
· that reads "Live simply so others may 
simply live" isn't going to counter the 
· impact of the gas-guzzling machine it's 
dinging to. Perhaps our bumper stickers 
are more indicative of who we'd like to 
be than who we actually are. 
So · whether you think "Girls Rule," 
"Corporations Suck," or "God, Guts and 
Guns keep America free," perhaps you 
should ask yourself if you really need a 
car and a catch phrase to express 
yourself and your commitments. 
Just a Thought appears in this space 
every week. E-mail Emily Paulsen at 
epaulsel@ithaca.edu. 
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kind in the country. . Her writings have beer, published in 
numerous-anthologies," and she has taught (at MIT and 
Tufts University.) most of the courses ever offered 
_anywhere on bisexual identity. 
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Freshman volunteers time and energy 
for a special needs charity drive. 
BY ELIZABETH QUILL 
Accent Editor 
Page 16 
Welcome to the Earth Cafe. 
Find a seat. Grab a menu. 
Would you like locally grown 
vegetables or imported beef? 
Recycled paper or plastic? A 
hybrid car or an SUV? More 
importantly, what do you need 
and what can you afford? 
Students in the senior environ-
mental studies capstone class, 
Environmental Futures, will ask 
these questions at Ithaca College's 
Sustainability Summit on Tuesday and 
Wednesday. 
At the summit, they are planning a 
futuristic "cafe," set in the year 2050, 
where customers are "served" colored 
blocks that represent acres of land and 
correspond to food consumption, energy 
use and lifestyle choices. The goal is to 
help students understand sustainability. 
Sustainability is the latest buzzword on 
campus. With the college's plans to build 
a $14 million sustainable business school, 
it has joined a movement already perco-
lating through institutions of higher edu-
cation and businesses - a movement that 
calls for long-term, responsible tbjnking. 
~'Development that meets the needs of the 
vresent without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own 
needs" is the definition of sustainability 
adopted by the United Nations General 
Assembly's Brundtland Commission, 
which was formed in 1987 to study people's 
impact on the planet. 
This is the same message waiters at the 
Earth Cafe will try to sell to students as they 
make their way down the cafeteria line. 
When the serving trays are covered once, 
students have used up their share -0f t:he 
Earth's productive land. However, most 
Americans would fill up the tray eight times. 
The average Bangladeshi would fill only one 
quarter of the tray. The message: Americans 
are using more than they need. 
Senior Stephanie Lyon, 
who will help serve the 
blocks at the cafe, is also help-
ing to conduct similar 
stµVeys downtown. 
"People don't pay 
attention to any [ questions of 
sustainability.] We are not 
going to be able to 
maintain the stan-
dard of living 
much longer," she 


















a "waste equals 
food" mentality. 
An economist 
might focus on decision 
making, accounting for 
CCent 
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externalized 
business costs, such 
as lost jobs and pollution. 
A sociologist might focus on the 
community, striving for a peaceful, 
happy life. 
In trutl}, sustainability combines all 
three perspectives. 
Michael Smith, assistant professor of 
history, teaches courses in U.S. and global 
environmental history and presented at the 
college's first of many sustainability forums. 
He said clarifying sustainability has been dif-
ficult, but he has his own hopes for where 
the college and~~ eaded. 
"My goal is•fo help ere· e an tnstitution 
that understands the need for 
balancing," he said. "We've been out of 
whack as an institution, as a culture, as 
households and as a society." 
It's been that way for a while, so 
sustainability isn't new. 
Contemporary environmental philos-
ophy in America began with the 
Transcendentalists in the 1800s. 
Since then, the concept of protecting 
natural resources has taken two 
different roads that can be simplified 
into a split between preservationists 
who want to limit development and 
conservationists who believe in prudent 
development. 
John Muir, considered 
the "Father of the Nation-
al Parks," helped found the 
Sierra Club in 1892. He 
believed in setting aside 
large areas of un-
touched land. Gifford 
Pinchot, Muir's con-
temporary and former 
head of the U.S. 
Forest Service, 
thought Ameri-
cans should put 
land to use, 
but wisely, 
so as not to 
deplete the 
Earth's 
resources. The two 
eventually became per-
sonal and political enemies. 
In the first half of the 
20th century, Aldo Leopold 
found a middle ground with his 
land ethic, outlined in his book 
"A Sand County Almanac." 
--~..,.ementhome 
for a new eco-
logical conscience. 
However, the '60s ushered in 
the environmental movement that further 
split the public on the develop t )SSUe. 
More recently William McDonough 
and Michael Braungart have gained fame as · 
leaders in green design for challenging the. 
notion that human industry must damage 
nature. Instead they have introduced a new 
wave of sustainable thinking and design. 
"Natural systems take from their envi-
ronment, but they also give something back," 
they wrote in "Cradle to Cradle." "We 
can follow their cue to create a more 
inspiring engagement - a part-
nership - with nature." 
Plans for the business 
school combine design with 
education. David Saiia, 
assistant professor of 
business administration, 
said he hopes the school 
includes a real-time 
readout of energy use 
and production. 
According to Second 
Nature, a nonprofit organiza-
tion that promotes sustainability education, 
these practices have already been imple-
mented in 20 colleges around the country, 
from Brown University's campus greening 
program to University of California at San-
ta Barbara's Bren building. An additional 
35 colleges are implementing sustainable 
building practices. Carnegie Mellon 
University recently built the first sustain-
able dormitory in the country. 
One of the first examples of sustainable 
buildings at colleges was Oberlin College's 
Lewis Center for Environmental Studies, 
built in 2000 under the direction of David 
Orr, who has emerged as a leader in 
ecological design. The building produces 
more energy than it uses, and the water that 
comes out of the building is cleaner than 
the water that goes in. 
'The way learning occurs is as important 
as the content of particular courses," wrote 
Orr in the article "What is Education For?" 
He suggests colleges focus on making stu-
dents global citizens, examining resource use 
and demanding ecological literacy. 
Sustainability has been incorporated 
into the Environmental Studies curriculum 
at the college. Susan Allen-Gil, assistant 
professor of biology, received a grant from 
the National Science Founda-
tion that provides funding for 
a partnership with Eco Village, 
an intentional and sustainable 
community in Ithaca. 
However, until now, most 
of the college's sustainable 
practices have been 
conducted through the 
Office of Physical Plant. 
Mark Darling, supervisor 
of the Recycling and Resource 
Management Program, said 
the college has top-notch 
recycling and composting 
programs, but could and should 
do more. 
"There are a lot of schools out 
there that are way ahead of us," he 
said. "We are going to have to do 
some catch-up. That is something I 
have been a voice in the wilderness about 
for a number of years." 
Now the college is seeking to expand its 
programs, and market itself, by adopting an 
all-encompassing definition of sustainabil-
ity. At Ithaca, anything smart is sustainable. 
Peter Bardaglio, provost and vice 
president of academic affairs, said invest-
ing in the quality of students rather than the 
qu~!ity~ i~ sustain~ble_. And includi~~ all 
. -slalcehdrdi Inst1tut1onal Plan dec1S1ons 
is also sustainable. 
"It's a way of seeing the world as much 
as it is a content of body or knowledge," 
Bardaglio said. 
He said the business school will provide 
a living laboratory where students can 
practice what they learn. 
However, John Confer, associate 
professor of biology, said the college's 
efforts ave overlooked the 
natura ·world. 
"The sustainability conference 
bas been almost 100 percent 
focused on the built environ-
ment," Confer said. "It has-
n't been a complete picture." 
He said other efforts, 
like developing a 
sustainable wildlife 
program on South Hill 
and limiting the number of 
cars on campus are also 
important. He pointed out that 
while speaking of sustainability, the college 
considered logging some of the forested 
area behind campus. 
The dichotomy between Muir's 
preservation policies and Pinchot's 
conservationism is still alive. 
Confer said the collc:ge needs to make 
sure the sustainability initiative is 
substantive and ... well ... sustained. 
"This is an advertisement ploy," 
Confer said. "But if it turns out to be what 
we do in reality, then 'Yay. "' 
Jim Merkel, author of "Radical 
Simplicity" and founder of the Global 
Living Project, proves that even the more 
extreme forms of sustainability are possible 
and practical. As proof, he has lived on only 
$5,000 per year for the last 14 years. 
During a presentation at Ithaca College, 
Merkel said choosing to live sustainably is 
like being first in line at a potluck dinner for 
the entire world. The first person needs to de-
cide how much to take, but there are more 
than 6.45 billion people still waiting. People 
at the beginning can't see the end, and the 
first billion take 254 times the last billion. 
"The hardest thing is to say no to what 
we have in our society,'' he said. "We need 
to refocus success." 
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If you had to ellmlnate 
-one letter from the 
alphabet, what would It 
be and why? 
Q ... what a dumb letter. 
What's the best excuse 
you've ev~r given for 
missing a class? 
I've never, ever, missed 
class. 
If you could hire a sec-
retary to do one of your 
dally tasks, what would 
you have him or her do? 
Whoa ... that's a very per-
sonal question. 
What's the best class 
you've ever taken? 
Symphonic Band ... Yeah 
Mr. Neubert. 
Baseball season starts 
this week. How about 
that? 
I hate basebaU. I'm sorry. 
Don't hate me. 
Where's the best place 
to spend time In 
between classes? 
Brass Alley. 
ACCENT THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 2004 
Class learns·· to volunteer 
. ... ;; 
BY MATT HUNTLEY 
Staff Writer 
When freshman politics major 
Alex Moore was given the assign-
ment to volunteer in Ithaca as part 
of his class, he decided to get the 
entire college campus involved. 
Last month Moore was elected 
he~d of advertising and public 
relations for the- Residence Hall 
Association. He took advantage of 
his new status to develop a personal 
needs charity drive that _ will run 
through April 10: -
· "I decided to put the two to-
gether and use my office to get the 
whole campus involved in donat-
ing simple but important products 
that everyone needs," Moore said. 
· -Michael Smith, assistant pro-
fessor of history, teaches a course 
_called Wealth . and Poverty in 
America. He said his class is em-
bracing a new type of education 
program known as service learning. 
"Service learning is a pedagogy 
that has been well developed at many 
institutions around the country but is 
only just being adopted here at IC," 
Smith said. "In essence, what I hope 
students will learn is how classroom. 
knowledge and the ~d beyond the ' ' . JULIA FINN/fHE ITHACAN 
camp~s boun~ are connected." · FRESHMAN ALEX MOORE places a bucket to collect Items from students for needy Individuals In Ithaca. 
This semester, Moore began · · . . ·. - · -
working at the Catholic Charities in one of five area offices located usually gets supplies by buying dents to fulfill 15 to 20 hours of 
office in Ithaca. This is not his first around· campus: Emerson Hall them in bulk at retail stores like ru:. -service and reflect on their expe-
encounter with the .service program~ ', lobby, Terrace 7 lobby, -tlie ·East get, but if people donated them for riences in a journal, which will be 
Moo~~ mentored - for · <;ath~lic Tower, R:~wland ~all lobby and free, _Catholic'Charities could allo- part of their fin~ papers. 
Chant1es when he was m · high •· College Circle 13-02·. cate its funds to serve the commu- "My hope · 1_s ·\hat · Altx and 
school in his home of Bangor, -~ '1bis is the first personal needs nity tn other ways. other students will see the ·practi-
Maine. ~ere in Ithaca, Moore dis- product drive that IC! has had at least · . Smith said dther students in his cal value of · their stuale,s ' and 
covered that the organization was for Catholic Olarit:ieSi" Olaf-Bennett class are performing a variety of develop a lifelong engagemeriHor 
in need of personal products to give said~ "Hopefully Ale~ has started a civic·engagement programs to ful- civic engageme~t," Smith said. 
away to disadvantaged fa~lies. tradition thafwe could do annually." fill their class requirements. Smith is happy that M~e is 
Theresa Olaf-Bennett, Samari- Catholic Charities will donate Three students are volunteering · trying to include the whole campti's 
tan Center Director for the the products to the ~urrounding at the Salvation Army soup in the· drive. . ~ 
Catholic -Charities of Tompkins Ith~ . · community : and- the kitchen, one ·student is helping to "I would certainly like to s . 
County, said the products that stu- group's four satellite locations redesign the _Catholic Charit;ies · _ ol-
dents can donate range from liquid · around the rural area. Moore has Web site, two are working for the unteer work~ the community, botfi 
laundry detergent, -dish soap, bars been placing posters and fliers Red Cross's homeless and tenant because the campus is so physic.ally 
of soap, diapers and shampoo to ra- around campus and advertising advocacy programs, and tw() oth- and psychologically isol~om 
zo.rs, trash bags, deodorant, tooth- through radio spots to spread the ers are helping with the Clothing the host community and because 
brushes and toothpaste. word about the drive. • Closet at Catholic Chariti~s. there is so much need for help," 
Students can place the products Moore said Catholic Charities Smith said he e:icpeGtS all t])e s .-::- :· Smith said. _ 
.. t ' • ~ ~" " , 
New faculty com ound Clie : , . · d fun 
. I • • • • . 
BY JOHN OTIS more fun," DeTuri said. 
Staff Writer · Lyndsey ~unaas, a sophomore.jo'1fflaliSm 
inajQr ip ~ -pre-med program, ~d Haaf has 
Michael Haaf '94, an assistant professor of a ~ -sense _of humor; His quizzes often be-
chemistry, thinks it is a litt1e weird to be work- gin with questions _like, ''What is your favorite 
ing in an office that belonged to· ~ professor song~!' ~i-"What is. a good name for a dog?" 
he rucl when he was an Ithaca Golleg~ student H~ 'aiso. includes references to "Star Trek" 
just 10 years ago; Bui he is glad to ~ here. . in tes'fquestions to keep students interested. . 
"It's a dream job?Haaf said. "'I'm very . She said he has _ a knack for ~xplaining 
fortunate to have it, and I'm thrilled to be back _ things so that thejnfoima~ion makes sense. 
in Ithaca.,, . "It !S v.ery_ impressive that someone so 
Haaf re~ed to the college in Fall 2002. young~ · become so skilled at teaching," 
And, he 1sn'nhe Qnly recent addition to tne Rwi~_said "He.made it a fun class." 
chemistry department. Over-· the-·past three ._·/ _- Jiaaf,said he thinks students can some-
years, six full:-time professors have retired and ,,(_ titri~i,iippretch-'.cbel_llistry with skeptical 
been replaced; : ·• · · · ' attitudes. Students might think the subject is 
Heinz Koch, professor of chemistry, is~ a boring, complex. ~ience, involving mun-
only professor remaining .from pie· original ,'\ aane~memorizatiQn of facts. Haaf wants his 
group of professors· tf\afwas·rured· when the , " ~defl~ ,tojcn~w ~at this is not the case. 
department was ~'Y i,n 1965. _ ,· L-:, ~' ,; . "I want ~ple tb enjoy chemistry as much 
· Vincent DeTun; chemistry· department ,. · as I do," he said · 
chairman an_d assistant pr()fe_~sor, said ~ I '· Haaf tries .to explain the relevance of 
turnover in staffb~ had a signfticimt impact . _ . _ _ _ _ _ , 9heryistry in his courses. He wants people 
on the department. _DeTuri is is.also fairly ', _ .. · _. · · · :.· · -- -· . _ GABAIELLEIMMARJNO(TftEllHACAN who. shudder at the word "chemistry" to 
new to the staff. He '1,as taught at the ·col- -- '8S'STAtff'vP~Q~~ MICHAEL H~, right, helps 90pholnores Erin ~n ~ize __ thatjust about everything, from the 
lege ~ince 1999 . . - -. -. . - . . ~;:_ and·Shlkhar~•~Ulfnga·chemlstrylal,~y.aftemoon. . - le;1vesbirriing colors in the fall~ humans 
"There is a lot of activity in Jhe depan~ ;~:. Haaf even~ a pencij drawing c/f a chemist "h~s great," Leibensperger said. '"The · · putting salt on the road to the ability of a light-
ment nO'!N," DeTuri said. "Everyone is very ~ holding a beaker and wearing goggles· and a rej~venated facu1ty is a good thing for 'the'- · ning bug to glow, is connected~ the science. 
young, and are just .getti_ng started. There are _ lib coat with ·Jlis own picture oa his door. school. There ~ many more 9PJX)$nitj.es." _ - J)eTuri s4tld the ~ofessors who came be-
diffe~nt things to .research, and. new teach- _ '. l,Jndemeath the pictures is a separate piece L.eibensperger $aid that w~s~ --wante4 fore _ bim -, laid the _ groundwork · for the 
ing. methods are· being developed." _. ·'.:' of pape,r tbat asks, •~CoiP(;idenceT'. , , ~ to get involved, in ~ _search ·as ·a :freshman, , deparhnerit · · .- . 
Anyone who takes a walk down the· hall~-"' ~- ,; ''Tlte · chemistry· floor is a· very-· excitihg there were only one or two professors doing '· "flbey ]-have built such a strong foundation 
way of the Center for Natural Sciences, where place," lJaaf said. "There are so many new it. :Every~ne was funneled into th~_t one )lV.-:, 1 for jtjs program," he said. "We are riding on 
the chemistry department offices and labs are ideas being formed and new projects hap- enue. Now, there are five or six different di- that great name, and we now have the oppor-
situated, can see some of the changes. Lab pening. There's a lot of energy, and I think rections that, stu~nts can tak¢ . . :'; -, , ; : ; tl,Jnity to do new things; change the curricul~ 
doors are open, welcoming students in. There students are responding well to it." DeTuri said the number of chemistry _ ,1 .~d twlpr. the department to what we want." 
are several posters on the wall of alchemists Eric Leibensperger, a junior chemistry maj?rs l}~s i~~. 9y~r .th~;P!lSt f~~-~~ · -,- -'- Th~~~ professo~~ also inspire~ the next 
and scientists who have had their faces re- major, said he_ has noticed the changes in the and.he thinks it is partly due to the changes. . generation of professors, including Haff, to 
placed with the faces of chemistry professors. · department since he was a freshman. "The students seem to be having share their passion for teaching. 
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Amateurs hobnob with filn1 experts 
BY MICHELLE THEIS 
Staff Writer 
David Gatten considers the artsy city of Ann 
Arbor, Mich., his home away from home. 
He lives in Ithaca, but he was born in Ann 
Arbor and has returned to the city for film 
festivals since his college years. 
Last week, the assistant professor of 
cinema and photog~aphy took 1 7 students 
on his annual voyage to the snowy city to 
attend the 42nd annual Ann Arbor Film 
Festival. 
The festival, which showcases indepen-
dent and experimental film and video, attracts . 
film entries from artists worldwide. It 
screens more than 100 films for six straight 
days each March. 
For Gatten and his students, in addition 
to six alumni who met up with the group 
in Ann Arbor, that meant long days. 
Gatten said the group spent 12 hours a day 
in the main theater, where they viewed films 
about everything from brides to buses. 
But these aren't your everyday }iolly-
wood films . 
· Experimental and independent films 
have a different purpose. Rather than be 
flashy and entertaining, Gatten said these 
films strive to share the thoughts and 
opinions of the filmmaker. 
"These films are not made by committee," 
he said. "They are usually the creative· 
expressions of a single filmmaker attempt-
ing to articulate their vision of the world." 
PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVID GATTEN 
PROFESSOR DAVID GATTEN brought 17 students his hometown of Ann Arbor, Mich. 
But experimental film is often a field 
starstruck students with Hollywood 
dreams shy away from. 
In Gatten 's experience, exposing students 
to this kind of festival opens their eyes to the 
possibilities. 
Freshman Kira Randolph said that be-
fore the film festival, she didn't have a-clear 
understanding of experimental film. After 
six days in Ann Arbor, she thinks she might 
now like to experiment with the genre. 
"I'm leaning toward doing my own 
thing outside the Hollywood restraints and 
pursuing my own interests and creating them 
in a way that I feel comfortable with, that 
comes naturally to me," she said. 
Making films mo~j,e~oJial someti~es 
makes them -denser, deeper and more 
difficult to fully understand than some 
mainstream films. 
Gatten's own film, one of 142 that was 
screened on the main stage this year, is an 
example. Titled "The Secret History of the 
Dividing Line," it is a silent film about a 
1 728 boundary line expedition and includes 
,4n Evening with 
Jonatha 
Brooke 
Formerly of the Si,ory 
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8pm 
Tickets On Sale Now. 
$19 
Available at the Clinton 
House Ticket Center, 
607 .273.4497 
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6 'til Midnight 
$15 for Students - 8 Bands 
Tony Trischka & Skyline -- Walt Michael and Co. 
For Tickets call: 1-800-545-3263 ext. 207 
www.soccerhall.org 
This event is made possible with funding from the Otsego County Bed 
Tax Event Grants Program. 
Otsego County Tourism 1-800-843-3263 www.visitcooperstown.com 
, 
scrolling text and abstract representations 
of landscapes. 
To better grasp the depth of films like 
his, Gatten heJd nightly discussions with his 
studeJ}ts. Gathered back at the hotel after 
the screenings ended at midnight or 1 a.m., 
the students shared their thou·ghts about 
· each of the films screened that day. 
Historically, these discussions have lasted 
as late as 4 a.m. This year, one even last-
ed until 6 a.m. 
The discus~ions, which are unique to the 
Ithaca group, have drawn attention and 
made a unique name for the college at the 
festival. Gatten said filmmakers have 
heard about their late-night talks and 
sometimes even dropped by the hotel to join 
the discussions about their personal films. 
After 12 hours of films and four or five 
hours of discussion each ·day, Jenny 
Konopinski, a junior photography · major 
who attended the festival, thought the film 
conversation would end there. 
But it didn't. 
"We'd eat together, . sleep together, 
watch films together, even eat lunch 
together, talking about what we were go-
ing to see and what we saw," she said. "It 
was continuous." 
It's all part of the immersion experience 
- being immersed in not just the culture 
of making films but the culture of film-
makers: 
Konopinski said she picked up on that 
culture as she saw it reflected throughout the 
week in her group. 
"Everyone was really excited," she 
said. "That was the common thread. Even 
though our personalities were so different, 
we were willing to watch for hours and still 
like it." 
Gatten said that's why he brings students 
to the festival in the first place. 
He said attending a festival like Ann 
Arbor's allows the students to see that 
making films is about more than the 
process, more than knowing how to 
technically put a film together. He said it's 
also about putting the work out there, 
talk~ng to pther filmmakers and actively 
participating in making film culture. 
For Gatten, who is an independent 
filmmaker, that ~eans providing opportu-
nities like attending the festival. For the 
eight years he's been organizing trips to the 
festival, it's been working. 
"I can see their world get larger in a 
week," he said. 
For the students who attended, that 
world now has Ann Arbor on th~ map. 
-- :.. 







Do dollars help poor 
or add to corruption? 
More than 100,000 skinny boys, ages 6 
to 14, roam the chaotic streets of Dakar, the 
capital of Senegal. . 
The Talibe (pronounced Tail-ee-bay) 
wearripped, faded shirts (many sport green 
and white soccer jerseys in supPQ_rt of the 
national team), and·shorts or baggy pants. 
Their faces and shaved heads are covered 
by a film of dust - the same debris that -
causes their noses to run. They wear jelly 
sandals on their feet or go shoeless over 
Dakar's uneven, garbage-strewn terrain. 
They hold out red and gold tomato sauce 
cans, asking for 100 French CFA (African 
Financial Community currency), equivalent 
to 20 cents. 
The Talibe, an Arabic word for student, 
are young disciples . , of marabouts, 
spiritual guides to. Senegal's four Sufi 
mystical Islamic brotherhoods. 
Senegal does not require universal 
primary or secondary education, so fami-
lies have three schooling options - pub-
lic school taught in French, private school 
in French, or Arabic or Koranic schools run 
by marabouts, called madrasas. 
Students at madrasas ate taught how to 
read and write Arabic, and educated in Is-
lamic jurisprudence, science and liberal arts 
disciplines. Koranic schools were the first 
formal educational institutions in Senegal, 
dating back to the 11th century in the north-
ern Fouta region. 
Some Talibe live with the marabouts and 
others live.at. borne; with, ~ :families//' •, .. 
The Talibe. must collect 300 CFA per 
day, (500 CFA equals one U.S. dollar), to ·-
finance their education. Their daily beg-
ging is supposed to serve as a lesson in 
humility and to further charitable giving 
within tJJ.e community. 
If they return with less than the required 
total, their teachers may beat them. 
One of the Wolof and French professors 
at my school told us of his one-week 
hospitalization following a beating on his 
back and head: :.' .- · 
Everyday I meet 10 or more Talibe, at · 
the bus station, in the street near my 
school, on my way home and especially 
when I venture into the ,center of the city. 
They usually whisper "Madame, cent 
franc" or "sa yoramm jamm," Wolof for 
"God bless you:• In .Saint Louis, a group 
of six Talibe followed me and friends for 
a two-mile walk, over a bridge and 
through a crowded. ; market. I often 
wonder, if they are begging aU day, when 
do they attend school?, · 
Senegalese people differ in their 
opinions on the Talibe; Some people ha- · 
bitually give money because it is a reli-
gious duty to give alms. Others buy bread 
or sugar cubes, s·o the children can eat 
(many look skinny and are not well cared 
for, I have heard). · 
Others refuse, saying a daily alms-
giving is not their'<,>bligation. They ipin,c 
giving only · furthers a con:upt system. 
They say the marabouts only grow fat on 
the work of-their young disciples. The 
Mouride brotherhood, the most popular 
of the four, is iiuJ~e,d wealthy due to in-
vestments in peanut agriculture and for- . 
eign business ventures. 
Today, I gave the Talibe 300 CFA, two 
pens and a bag of peanuts. I am taking so 
much from this· culture that I feel like it 
would be unjust not to give something 
back. I do not know if I am furthering their 
education or throwing change in the pock-
ets of corrupt spiritual leaders, but I am 
sure that my 20 cents buys much more 
here than in America. 
Nicole Gerring is a junior politics and 
journalism double major. E-mail her at 
ngerrinl@ithaca.edu. 
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Carlin cracks crass jokes 
BYPAUL GIMELBERG 
Staff Writer 
"They have a 24-hour golf · 
channel." 
"American people are 
It's noioften that Ithaca gets a dumber than they're given 
good comedy show. It's even less · credit for," he announced while 
often when that show takes place discussing the country's current 
off-campus. problems. "The country is full of 
The recent rebirth of Ithaca's nitwits and assholes. And they all 
historic · vote. They're the• only ones 
S t ate who vote." 
Theatre, ' There was only one point in 
currently the evening when the audience 
celebrat- fell completely silent to his hu-
ing its 75th anniversary, mor. Carlin seemed to have 
brought George Carlin, a larger- gone too far when he began to 
than-life comedian whose own discuss the topic of saving, . 
unique history has left numerous reusing and donating private 
imprints on our society. · body parts from recently de-
. The comedic legend per- ceased, "perfectly good girls." · 
fonned two sold-out shows before The audience was left not 
an eager crowd on Sunday. knowing whether to laugh or 
Carlin is most infampusly :· feel outraged. Luckily, Carlin 
known for the radio broadc.ast of quickly pulled them back in, 
· an uncensored version , of his "somebody has gotta think of 
"Seven Dirty Words You Can't. this s--- . . . apparently I've 
Say on Radio or Television," in been appointed." 
1973, which ultimately led to a de_. Perhaps the oddest facet of 
bate over censorship, profanity Carlin's demeanor was his un-
and FCC legislation. usually soothing voice. · 
Carlin, · the first-ever host of Whether he was describing his 
''Saturday·· Night Live," has ap- · .. love of fatal disasters, the in-
. peared in numerous movies in- · triguing yet awful concept of au- · 
eluding this week's Kevin Smith · toerotic asphyxiation or "people 
release, "Jersey Girl," and has who ought to be killed," Carlin's 
starred in 11 HBO specials since voice remained as serene as a 
1977, with a new one on the way · motivational audiotape·, albeit a · 
for this year. Carlin is undoubtedly ·· ··very dirty arid hilarious one. 
one of the most famous people to · : · · · COURTESY OF COMEDY CONCEPTS · The 'mix ,of old' and new 
gra~ our town with his presence. GEORGE CARLIN, famous for his sarcastic 'sense of humor, material · was ··bot:h ;entertaining 
His fame may be why .. both · brought his talents to the State Theatre Sunday. and refreshing. 'A'f(!CtiS on new 
shows on Sunday were sold ,, . · · · · · · . material could have 1nade • his 
out. First, relatively unknown co- . pily balding 67~year-old, was caused shock~induced laughter. performance a bit more:'inter- • 
median Dennis Blan: delivered an · completely ·1 calm and ·in his After all, hearing an old man · esting, but there is no reason f& 
amusing half-hour warm-up. element with an all-black outfit candidly discuss riasty bodily a veteran comedian to leave out ' 
His topics included the imperfect and a -pair of goofy-looking functions is just so unusual that material that has proven to be 
product that is the cell phone: silver shoes. He started with a it never gets too old to laugh at. funny year after year. . 
"I'm OD'l.be Sprint evety~ l hilariolia:poem;,~ ,bf!Mdto · Jw.i €atlia '"' pvel his ,atypic:aI- ·•i; ANhe 1end 'ofthe'1fflglitr€iir'HW1 
. word plan:" The · homeless: ' read bec!1USe he hadn't yet thoughts on suicide, saying, ' may be a dirty old man, but he is 
''They need new signs." memorized it for his upcoming ''The most interesting thing· you also a genius who bas been ex-
Michael Jackson: "looks like his HBO special. He then moved can do with your life is 'kill ploiting.Arrierica'sconservativeat.:: 
own negative;" and Martha through old ·. material about yourself." · ,, · mosphere. Where most ~le 
Stewart: in business, she "was a things one shouldn't talk about He then comically explained . are prone to keep their disfurbing 
b---- to everybody . . . in jail in public. His renowned ability why there is a need for a 24-hour · thoughts locked in their heads, Car-
she'll be everybody's b----." to surprise the audience with . suicide-channel called "24-hqpi: .. lin brings the most perverted out 
Carlin, a white-haired, hap- something out!andishly " ijlthy . Must'OW." Afttr~,! be.s~c( ·· in pliblic __:_ an<t,gets p~d for it k 
E 
. . ~ £1 l ... 'i'"-,l~- .t,' .• -.• ,r . . . ' ,c· ' 
xpoS,l~t ~@ttl:1.0I'ft~t.l: ·. 
• . • }_:'-- . .•... : --~· ··:~ ·. -!--~ ~- . _· -~- .' ·• ·_: .... -\Jfj ~-~_-,:/~-~ ··.:._:-- •. ·./" .. ,. . ·_,, ;. · i. · .. >. ·,_ -.,, 
' Jules 'turns hiifchildhooo, in/txi_'fq{k,:,rork·poetrY'::,,,, 
av LEE SACKS . . '. . most of t~e ~ -~ui :~ ~;~f as, eaith-slilit~ 
Staff Writer . ~terin_g· of inrlu~n,ti"t~l)yl~~~. th~y are as 
" .... ; ,· .. ·. · pQet1c ~nd· e.v~n more cryptic~,: 
• Gary Jules has gained popul:~i:~~ir_seis "Broke',:\Vindow'' starts the 'album with 
andan 'undergroundfollowing~: ~ .an und~ni~ble sen~ of t9$s.,Jolk music ~ 
Los Angeles artist . ·. ' ;;;- ·.··;:.:fK:c.·., . vvitb:J1jgh, :harmony '·ovet<:J~,,; ~i~.:and 
. claimed the coveted . · tlie~::,t\V~~g guitar in. t¥~~~<?W~~nd.::"'. 
Christmas ·week No. , -• Singuig: af>Qut l~J,g)1 l~y~;;\ JuJ~;:wast~ , 
· 1 spot on the British : ::) fo ;£ipt.~,a,ulliµg1Jop·il!J<thi~;:~ ,t;iyf Be 
chartsforhiscoverof · · sings, -''Wajting ·for the w.ine'.· 'to_ poitt!'It 
the Tears for Fears :_ ,,,~oipes :_sf:!ong 3:~d thill an~ ,t~stes. l.iJce· sin/ · .· . : , PHOTO COURTESY OF GARYJULES.Cat.,t 
song "Mad World." ;1l}le·:Iovi we;ve atl•.~ndn"tiemf~}' . , JULES" POPULAR COVER "Mad World" 
The remake was . . ,,. : .. :"J<~ y.,~~git'~-~tNo~" is full doesn't reflect his second album's style. 
first made famous when it was featuraj)n:~~ -~··. :o('~ery. Witlttyi:iij1~1~lias ~~.pie. teeth, 
closing scenes of the cult hit film "Donnie behirtd'·tlfe smi1et Jtifes"once againckaws us-~ man gives Jules sage-advice in exchange for .· 
Darko." ., ,· iµto hi~ •w9I14~ 'ijl~ _pietap)lor of ':t})ere's; J!O· .:;adriflk. "You just stay in the bar/ for as long 
. His second album, ''Trading_ Sn~eoiJ for .. , ,poetry between us/ ~d the p~ to-the pen," . as yQu can/ 1 cause as long as you are drink" 0 ' 
Wolftickets," which features the much- is yet another reminderoflost love. Jules leads ing/ then you've got the world in your hand," : 
beloved cover, has been · gaining praise the listener to believe love dies in California Jules sings. -The piano-driven song sounds 
after its independent release last year. · The because of material. obsession. ,"If your · 'influenced by the Billy Joel storytelling of 
album was released in the United States on clothes.are getting weary/ And your soul's gone "Piano , Man." When the old man stumbles 
March 23. 'Jules has finally established him,. ·. out of style,'' he sings. · out of the bar without paying his tab, the nar-
self as a talented folk singer and songwriter. · Jules also uses his poetry to describe the rator, Jules, is stuck with the bill, which he 
_ The album's lyrics are influenced by Jules' dual and sometimes-contradictory nature of c;an't pay; He finds am~ younger than him-
life in California. He describes his interpre- Los Angeles in his song "DTLA (Down- self and offers the old man's advice. 
tation of the California attitude and the town Los Angeles)." The music is perhaps The cover of "Mad World" is stuck onto " 
hidden qualities of the town of his youth. the most upbeat found in all the songs, but the end of the album. The song's somber and ', 
Anyone looking for an album with the words certainly are not the brightest. · melancholy tones, along with its quiet ; 
songs like "Mad World" will be disappoint- Jules thinks L.A. has a positive cultur- piano, are out of place on this folk/rock album. 
ed with the folk and light rock album. The al blend without a spiritual core. He sings, Jules' album can be categorized with 
album does have qualities rarely found in . "Trapped a dragon west of Chinatown for other ·modem artists like Damien Rice, but 
· today's popular music, however, and the fire-eater up in Hollywood/ My little sis- at times has the same attitude of the late 
songs are all performed masterfully. ter took a picture of God and floated away." Eliott Smith. 
The album has a clear Simon and The song "Barstool" does not fit in with Though it is unlikely the album will be 
Garfunkel influence and Bob Dylan-like the California theme of the album, but is nev- widely accepted because of its genre, fans 
songwriting efforts. Though the lyrics on ertheless a masterfully crafted tale. An old of folk/rock will surely .enjoy it. 
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Dance show hits 'The Wall' 
BY VANESSA SCHNEIDER 
Staff Writer 
Choreographing an interpretive dance to Pink 
Floyd's "The Wall" is not an easy task. The Ki-
netics Dance Company 
made an ambitious at-
tempt but fell short Friday 
- - - - -
Live Performance 
"The Wall " 
~ - ---night at the State Theatre. . 
One of the best parts of the night.began before 
the curtain opened. David Parill~. assistant stage 
manager of the show, performed various versions 
of Pink Floyd's "Live at Pompeii" experimental 
pedal-effect jams on his bass as 350 people 
noisily took their seats. He also played acoustic 
renditions of Floyd's "Is There Anybody Out 
There?" and "Run Like Hell." 
However, for the most part, the dancing was 
obvioW? and surface-level. 
"The Wall" is the story of a neurotic rock star .· 
named Pink and his battle within a psycholog- ' 
ical wall. · · 
The danc~ company began the performance 
with .Roger Waters' operatic vocals on "In the 
Flesh." There were too many people on stage, 
causing dancers to be out of sync, and setting a 
problematic trend for tlie rest of the .show. · 
The album continues through memories of . 
Pink's childhood, "Another Brick in the Wall, Pt _ , : . _ . ~ ··: ALISON BOURDON/THE ITHACAN 
l." Dancers inevitably began.the track with a stand-'-": · · .FRESHMAN JOSH DIORIO leaps t11reetaet·off ~ ground during "The Wall" on Friday night. 
offish "West Side Story" Jets/Sharks battle, ~4-.. . _ _ . . 
threw their hand.sup in trite mime fashion at itie·" vocals on "Don't Leave Me Now" reflected the . Programs aren't usually worth criticizing, but , 
word "wall." _ 0 • ,_ ·., • •· audience's fotemal dialogue. ·· . · . the dance co~y forgot to include "Comfortably 
Waters' beautiful acoustic ballad · '~M<>Uier" _ Iritermission almost felt like :.an qpcning. to. · Numb,'~ a song well-known to both Jans and non-: 
began with an awkward lesbian.wrestle: The male··· ·break for the d90r~ Bµt .to reference-'~Hey Xou:" t· __ fans.Another travesty wu the .absence of a song 
dancer pointed to the two females at Jhe· lyric it isn't tbatth!!IC? ~as ~o 119~-~a.lL;· · · · · • · ~~ ,to the. album's-concept. Though "Numb" 
"Mother, do you think they'll try to break my balls?" out much bdtet · · · · · • _ . . ., . ."~. , _ _, < ,~;:'fidks al)Qut Pink's ~ord company coaxing him to 
pointing out the ob~ous physical metaphor. Such .. , , .u~s 'softer mu~ · · perform. '"The Show Must Go On" talks about his 
prosaic dance mq.ves left little for the au~-w ~ . _ _ ons and tells. the story of Pink's Jeel- struggle to continue life as a musician. 
creatively inteq,ret. . _ irigs ~f isolation. Tue smallt?r groups of dancers . Freshman Josh Diorio did an excellent job 
_ This sot;tg did provide •lat:stunt of the night. resulted in more coordination and better focus. mirroring Bob Geldof 's performance as Pink in 
Awomanranupthebacksofseveralmaledancers Set and costµmes are an integral··part of any themovieversionof''TheWall."·Dioriodidmore 
and ·lauded in the arms of another, similar to Patrick performance. In this one, "Mad Max" -type gir~s actjng than dancing, but he completed the stage 
ayu and Jennifer Grey a la "Dirty .Dancing." dressed scantily in ripped bl~k pantyhose, and leo-: · portrayal . with his tormented mental break-
-"Young Lust,".a &ong about Piµk',s fascina- . tards whil4. ~ fa,ctory. }>oys dressed.in·dirty.tanb · ,downs and applause~orthy·flips during his solo · 
tion with and fc;~_of_~_, .sbq~.w~.~ i>' • . . • • • • vl ' • • ~LibffdU',, 
r 
OV6I~bac~a,rds-;·,tlm.rstingrtheir rear endsrtoward ' _, vi~ e . 'ement that".COmpfomented the ' ;· . '" ' ut-1'iooo was noumougrr to--save the show. 
the_ audience. While "The Wall" has ebvious audible irony playing over. the speakers. Pink Aoyd's influential space rock was diminished 
sexual connotations, ~aving . male .,dancers TheseiappropriateJyrelatedtothemovie. Tall by a sloppy attempt to .interpret Waters' dement-
~ p female dancers by the.hair and ladders, brick walls and trash:cans·put the alll;lience · ed and personal thoughts · through ·dance. The 
throw.Jhem ~ cheapened the number to a in the distutbing child-processing factory.A room . Kinetics Dance Company's version made one ques-
degrading sex show,.'i . · . . · at. the top of the background contained the televi- tiori whether '"The Wair' is best left in one's steJOO, 
By this time, Waters' painful'ly. ... tedious . sion set and armchair from Pink's living room.. . not used as inspiration for melodr~~ dancers. 
Latest Affl~Ck ftiC~'Sho\Vs sensitivity .. 
Staff Writer 
In 1995, Ben Affleck appeared in 
Kevin Smith's ultimate cult classic 
"Mallrats." This -
began . four 
years of a _string 
ofequallyenter~ 
taining Affleck -_ 
and Smith films. . 
Movie Review 
*** 
· Jersey G;rl 
Based. on their history together, 
audiences have come to expect the 
two to cook up fresh, cri_sp .arld deli- . 
cious comedy. But in the case of •~Jer-
sey Girl," their latest co~-the .. . 
two cook up a -dish quite different · · 
r from anything else on their-menu. 
Afflec~ serves .up the c~ter of• 
: Ollie Trinke, a sought-after New 
· York City publicist rising to the top . 
of the corporate ladder. He meets and 
falls in· love with Gertie (Jennifer 
Lopez), and the two quickly get en-
gaged, marry and find out they are 
expecting their first child together. 
Just as Ollie thinks he has his life 
together, things come .crashing 
· down. Gertie dies shortly after giving 
birth, sending Ollie into a spiral of 
grief and depression. Ollie moves to 
New Jersey to live with his Pop 
(George Carlin) and essentially 
leaves the child under Pop's care 
while trying to lose himself in work. 
When Pop finally gets fed up with Ol-
1 tie's ignoring his child, he forces Ol-
lie into a situation where 'he must 
choose between a career and parent-
hood. 
· Six years later, Ollie has made the 
transition from publicist to dad in a 
small New Jersey town. Though he 
-e~tirely sensiti;e to his daughters -. 
needs. Affleck has such chemistry 
with his young costar that it doesn't 
feel unnatural or contrived. 
· Granted, there . are certain · 
scenes w~ere the. relationship 
. -~mes:·.over~~top. When Ollie 
. is convinced that he and Gertie need . 
· to move back to New York, itis hard 
, to believe that a 7-year-old could -
have such an intellectual fight with 
. a 30-year-old man. Newcomer 
,· Castro is m_ore than just a cute face 
. on screen. She has the talent · to 
· match her costars, even, if it 
· sometimes appears that .her charac-: 
' .. ,ter is-mo~ mature_ than any of them. 
·. ·:>, . _ One of the liighlighis of "J~y 
·.;;. Girl" .is the perfoimaiice of Carlin . . 
COURTESY OF MIRAMAX 
MR. NICE GUY OHie Trinka (Ben Affleck) talks with his Jersey glrl 
(Liv Tyler). The movie Is more serious than other Affleck movies. · 
· Just as Smith shows a different side 
of himself, Carlin also breaks 
from his .usual image._ Having de- . 
veloped a reputation as a profane, 
FCC-pushing comedian, · this 
character offers a different role for still craves life in the big city, he is 
devoted to his daughter, who is ap-
propriately nanied Gertie. He also 
develops a relationship with the off-. 
beat video store clerk Maya (Liv 
Tyler); who forces Ollie to see that 
he has changed and he needs to ac-
cept the life he is now leading. 
"Jersey Girl" was written and 
directed by Kevin Smith as a ded-
ication to his father and all fathers. 
When the movie is· in danger of be-
coming too sappy, Smith is able to 
interject humor - or, in one case, 
a musical number - to convey the 
point in a more accessible way. 
This is not a "Clerks"-style Smith 
flick. Instead, it showcases his 
depth as a director and his ability to 
make more ,sober films. He al.so uses 
celebrity cameos to add buoyancy to 
the film, without letting the~ detract · 
from the story line. Besides, what 
Kevin Smith movie is complete 
without Jason Lee? 
Affleck is an interesting actor to 
· watch.' In scenes with Lopez, he is 
the sensitive guy looking for love. 
With Tyler, he is the sensitive guy 
looking for · friendship. With both 
actresses, Affleck gives off the 
impression that he is not complete-
ly comfortable with these particular 
aspects of Ollie's character. 
The scenes with his on-screen 
daughter (Raquel Castro) also make 
his performance unique. Affleck . 
seems at ease playing a father who is 
the cantankerous actor. As Pop, it 
is Carlin who imparts fatherly 
wisdom to Ollie, advice to young · 
Gertie and a solid character to the 
film. All without sacrificing the 
George Carlin punch. 
Audiences might be disappoint--
ed that the characters aren't more 
fleshed-out, that the plot doesn't take 
any major turns or even that there 
was no Jay or Silent Bob, but the 
movie isn't meant to include any of 
those things. It is a simple plot with 
charming characters that makes 
this recipe a ~atisfying one. 
"Jersey Girl" was written, di.reefed 
and produced by Kevin Smith. 
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Event of the week 
Acappellooza, the premier 
concert of IC's a cappella 
groups, is at 7 p.m. Friday at 
the State Theatre. 
Today 
HaP,PY Aprll Fool's Day 
Art-Exhibit - "The -Enduring Beauty of · 
Antiquity: Architectural Motifs and.the Prints 
of Gregory Page," 10 a.m. to 9 p.m . .at the. 
Handwerker Gallery through April 4. 
Busin~s School Sustainability Cafe 
Presentation - 12:1 O p.m. in Clark 
Lounge,, Campus Center. 
ITS· Recruitment -12:10 in Textor 101: 
Distinguished Journalism Lecture,r .:... ·, 
Dawn Fratangelo, news correspondent; at 
7:30 p.m. in Park Auditorium. 
"Bisexuality: Myt'1.s and Fleallties" -
Presented by·Aobyn·Ochs at 7:30 p.m. in · 
Clark Loun_ge, Campus Center. 
Humor for Hum~n,lty . .....: 8 p.m. in 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus Center. 
"Yentl" by Leah Napolln •nd Isaac -, 
e,as~evls Sl~_g,.. - .8 p.m. today, Friday ,· 
and Saturday night, 2 p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday in Dillingham Center. 
Junior Recital ·-'- Lon Stetz, percussion, at 
9 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. · · ·· 
~· ;. ' - ~ . .., 
Last day tQ withdraw• with "W" and to : · 
revok~ pass(fal~for "'1ieSter courses 
Mary Hayes North.Competition for Piano 
Majors - 3 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital 
Ha\\, Wha\eo Center. 
•, " 1: ., - ~ -· - • 
Open Q&A Session - Featuring Giulio , · • 
Capua'85, publisher of Gourmet magazine 




MIKE BELCHEMHE ITHACAN 
·FRESHMAN KfUSTEN TSETSERANOS plays catch outside the Lower 
Quads, enjoying the beautiful weather on Sunday. · 
Senior Recttal - .Christopher Martin, 
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Junior Recttal - Alex Hanessian, clar-
. inet, at 7 p:m. in Hockett Family Recital · 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
Tuesday 
Chlcken"Wlng Fling - 5 to 8 p.m. in the 
Pub, Campus Center. 
Senior Recital - Ian Craft} percussion, at 
· 7 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Composition Premieres Concert - 8:15 




Asia Night - 4 p.m. in the Pub, Cc1mp_us 
,: Center. . • 
Distinguished Alumni Lecture Serles -
Featuring Michael J. De Vito '86, senior vice 
president for •business at Wells Fargo at 6 
-- p.m. in Textor ·102: 
Reconstruction Concert - "Bedlern, 
Back and Beyond: The Agony and Ecstacy 
of,Love" at 8:15 p.m. in Whalen Center. 
Not-all' Ithaca '6:,lte·ge 
events are:-1 isl\w.= • _ -
in the calendatif!~/ · •~= 
• Send information to The 
Ithacan, . 
269 RoyH. Psrl< Hall Ithaca '· :~ ~: 
College, by Mondayat 5 p.m. 
For more information, 'call 
Calendar Manager Ana Liss at ,-· -· 
· °274-3208 or fax at 274-1565:, ;~'. _. 
Acappellooza - 7 p.m. at the State 
Theatre. lickets $7 for students and 
seniors, $1 O for adults. Junior Recltal - Rebecca Francis, piano, 
at 7 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
voice, at 3 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen . ______ _ 
Ithaca College Jazz Workshop Concert 
- 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Senior Recital ...:.. Tucker Post, guitar, at 9 
p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. · 
Saturday 
Senior Recital - Megan Young, voice, at 
noon in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Apprentice String Quartet - 1 p.m. in 
· Hockett Family Recital Room, Whalen 
Center. · 
Senior Recital - Kim Setteducati, flute, 2 
p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
"Yentl" by· Leah Napolln and Isaac 
Bashevls Sings - 2 and 8 p.m. in 
Dillingham Center. _ 
Junior Recital - -· Jessica Russell, voice, at 
3 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Center. , __ .. ..;( ~. _ · f.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1 
Senior Recltal - Peter Bush, tenor;at7- · ., - ;Faculty Chamber Music -Ariadne String 
p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. · · ; . Quartet au p.m. in Hockett Family Recital 
Hall,. Whalen Center. 
Ithaca College Wind Ensemble - 8:15 
p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. · 
IC After Dark - "Dive-In" at 9 p.m. in the 
Hill Center Pool, with Casino night and 
Dance Dance Revolution. 
Sunday 
Palm Sunday Ecurnenlcal Worship 
Service - 11 a.m. in Muller Chapel. . 
. Palm/Passion Sunday Mass -:- 1 and 9 · 
p.m. in ~uller Chapel. . · 
Senior Recltal - Greg Beaulieu, piano, at · 
1 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Graduate Recltal - · Heather Kriesel, flute, 
at 7 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Senior R~Hal - Donata Cucinotta, voice, 
at 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center'. 
Community ' . 
Llttle Taiwan - An extravaganza featur- · 
· ing an array of Taiwanese delicacies, 
beginning at 11 a.m. in the Appel 
Commons, Cornell University. 
Monday 
Electlve Recltal -:- . Francis Cook, trom-
Junlor Recltal - Ryan Socrates, percus-. · bone, at 9 a.m. in Nabenhauer Recital 
sion, at 2 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital . · Room, Whalen Center. 
- Hall, Whalen Center. 
. Ithaca's #1 Art Supply Store 
Located at the Pyramid Mall 
Ithaca, NY 
607-25.7-7870 ' 
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Make Money taking Online 
Surveys. 
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys. 
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups. 
Visit 
www.cash~students.com/ithaca. 
Bartender Trainees Needed 
$250 a day potential. 
Local positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 299. 
Get Paid For Your Opinions 
Earn $15-$125 and more 
per survey! 
www.paidonlinesurveys.com. 
EARN $300-$500+ per week PIT 
Work from your dorm. 
All training provided. 
www.dvdmonster.biz/superagent 
Call Pete~ at 315-729-1359. 
me BOYS SPORTS CAMP IN 
MAlNE1 
PLAY & COACH SPORTS-
HAVE FUN-MAKE$$ 
Positions Still Available: BASE-
BALL, BASKETBALL, SOCCER, 
LACROSSE, HOCKEY, WATER-. 
SKIING, SWIM-WSI, SAILING, 
HIKING, OVERNIGHT CAMP-
ING, ROCK CLIMBING, WOOD-
WORKING·, ARTS & CRAFTS. 
TOP SALARIES, Free · 
Room/Board, Travel Allowance. 
Apply online ASAP: · 
· www.campcobbossee.com 






Summer Job - Video/Radio 
~ ,,; 
Coed northeastern Pennsylvania 
s\eepaway camp for ADO chil-
dren seeks skilled $pecialist to 
SUPPQ(J_ a camper-cased activity 
pro - · clodes making 
short video ing 
camp's closed ca radio 
station. Requires previous e~ 
ence with kids, technical abilities, 
motivational brilliance and loads 
of patience. Visit Summit Camp 
at www.summitcamp.com 
for info no camp and online 
application or write 
summitstaf@aol.com for more 
details. Summit Camp - helping 
to make a positive 
· difference! 
Travel 
Florida·only $69 one-way, all 
ta>ces included. Mexico/Caribbean 
$125 each way, all ta>ces includ-
ed. Europe $169 one way. 
Other worldwide destinations 




Coach's Driving school. Over 
20,000 students, private lessons 
with pick up and drop off, fine 
tuning for road test. 272-4473. 
For Rent 
Spacious 3 bedrooms, 11 /2 bath-
. room, townhouses 
Unfurnished 975.00, furnished , 
$1,125 Includes, Washer/Dryer in 
Each Unit, Parking & Trash 
Removal! CSP Management . 
at 2TT-6961 or 
lnfo@cspmanagement.com. 
Available 2004-2005 school year 
6 bedroom - 3 bedroom -
2 bedrooms. Furnished, 
washer/dryer, parking, dishwasher. 
One block from Confmons. 
Call Neal @ 272-2696. 
2 bedroom apartment, 
unfurnished, close to downtown. 
273-3931 
For Rent 
COMMONS WEST . 
··DOWNTOWN BEST . _ . 
Luxury Studio 1, 2, & 3 .bedrooms. , 
Intercom, laundry; elevator. ·· ·· 
- Calr273-9462. 
HOUSES! 
MANY 5+BDRMs STILL 
AVAILABLE! BEAUTIFUL 
HOUSESl CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS! HUNDREDS OF UNITS! 
WE HAVE THE LARGEST 
PROPERTY DATABASE IN 
ITHACA. UPDATED DAILY! 
GET IN BEFORE rrs TOO 
LATE! WE'RE ITHACA'S #1 
SOURCE FOR RENTALS! 
272-6091*103 Dryden Road 
www.houslngsotutlons.com 
1\venty-two Windows, 2 bed- . 
room, eat-in kitchen, • hardwood 
floors, includes major utilities, fur-
nished, laundry, off-street 
parking. 273-9300. 
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, 
warm/cozy 4 bedroom town-
. J1Quse suites, fireplace, bright, 2 
baths, beautifully furnished, com-
puter desks, new, plush carpet-
ing, off-street parking, right next 
to campus. For a showing, call 
273-9300 or view online at: 
www.lthacaEstatesRealty.com. 
For Rent 
. 2Go+2QOS ... 
10061/2 N. Cayuga·St. 
1+-bedrl)Oms,, carpeted, dish-
washer, 2 porches, backyard,. 
dining room, $605 per month, 
plus utllftles. 607-279-3090. 
Available graduation weekend. 
Gracious and comfortable. 
3 bedroom hou$e @ very desir-
. able downtown location. 
Call 2TT-3929 tor info. · 
Available 2004-2005 school 
year. 6 bedroom, 3 bedroom, 
2 bedrooms. Furnished, 
washer/dryer, parking, 
dishwasher. 
One block from' Commons. 
. Call Neal @ 272-2696. 
NEW MINI STUDIOS 
. On the Ithaca Commons. TV. 
lounge, laundry, near everything. 
$400 and up. 273-9462. 
For Rent 
918 Danby Road, fabulous 4 
-. bedroom townhouse, nicely fur-
nished, 3 baths, computer desks, 
fireplace, off-street parking, walk 
to campus. For a showing, call 
227-1076 or 273-9300 
rental office. 
Furnished houses and apart-
ments walking distance to IC. 
272-1115: 
Say goodbye to high heating 
bllls. 
Most of ·our apartments include 
free heat provided by1he landlord. 
Some have all utilities included! 
Check our Web site: 
PPMhomes.com. 
2 bedroom apartment, 
unfurnished, close to downtown. 
273-3931 . 
THURSDAY 
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For Rent 
4 bedroom tt,wnhouse. 212 Giles 
St. Furnished, free laundry and 
trash collection. $1,200 per mo. 
272-1870. 
FOR RENT .. 
1 Room in new house spring 
semester. Close to campus. 
Washer/dryer included. Contact 
ASAP-Jessie (716) 378-5399 . . 
YOU WANT IT ALL 
AND YOU *CAN* HAVE ITI 
WITH HOUSING SOLUTIONS! 
FIREPLACES! SKYLIGHTS! 
PETS! POOL TABLES! 
SMOKING/NONSMOKING! 
WHATEVER YOU WANT, WE 
PROBABLY HAVE! 
THOUSANDS TO CHOOSE 
FROM! WE UPDATE EVERY 
DAY! IT'S AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3! 
· Housing Solutions Can Help. · 
MAKING LIFE EASIER SINCE 
NEW, NEW, NEWIii 1991. WE'RE AT ITHACA'S#1 
85 LUXURY APTS SOURCE FOR R6NTALSI 
Studio, 1, 2,' 3, 5, 6 BRs . 272-6091 *Dryden Road 
1\vo bedroom apamm,nts- AT RENTS YOU CAN AFFORD. 
South--HIII and Downtown. BRAND NEW FOR 2004 . www.houslng~oluttons.com . 
Tioga Street;Titus Avenue, Big Rooms 3 to 6 bedroom houses for rent. 
Spencer Street, South Aurora Very High Ceilings Furnished. Close to IC. 
street and Seneca Street, You control heat and A/C 273-4211·. 
Hardwood floors · Live-in superintendent . Spring 1 bedroom. Close to 
• . . ; ' . Exquisite Studios from $595 
. . IJ~ry and ~nvacy._ . . "'· On-site parking only $50/month. Commons, parking, near laundry 
. Many ~~•q_ ue. ••res.~ . . . -· City view and store. $465. Cute. Pets· OK. 
. stallflt;fn Jut1j J1-tk,.o;- Aif'. st . · · · 227-1514. """~i1\ifs'"'. " M • · UJT. . . gu, . · . . 2_88 s. Aurora St. ~~.;~;.;r,~~~~ \ .·. sit PP homes.com. · · 273-94&2. On The Commons, Large 3 
For Rent one bedroom apt. . 2004-05 Studio Furnished, over- bedroom. Furnished heat 
Furnished-,washer/dryer. Available 8-1-04. For info call · looking 6 Mile Creek,. on-street included. 272-7441: 
272-2696. 272-6361. Close to IC on parking, close,.to IC, wast,er + 
Coddington Road. . dryer. 209 Giles st. Three/Four bdrm. spacious town-
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments $545 includes all. 279-3090. t\ouses w/parking, wash/dry, 
Cl O · d I h dishwasher, balconies. ose to owntown an t aca One Bed_ room, furnished, bright, · 
College . warm close to IC off-street 6-bedroom near bottom of East 10/12-mo. lease. 
Parking, La~nd _, .~9!1~l~J9~es ;. __ •'fe~,;~ ;·:·;--~. ~!-m0, ~. . -~i.11. ~=-9!:~~~~sfo~5e~c~ ;.::,---=C~· a,,.,,ll..,,.·2 ...,73_-.... 85 ..,7=6.,,.,,.---·-
CSP Managfuh~nt, 07'.:~t~l;J:. '~ ~ . ~-~~s~n H~,i~~t~:s i~dio . ,- , ·,: ' : ~-~ . ,. ±:': . . . . ·- lth!~~~6nt 
or info@cspmanagement.com. Apart·ments next t·o IC, 10_ & 12_ , LAKE: 04-05 academic year. 4 bdrm., furnished, carpeting, appli- · · 
Graduation Accommodations - , .month leases,Jurnit1,1re, utilities, ances, fireplace, deck, dock. Start GRA~~ i~~~~~lt:m~!~:ION 
3 queen beds and 1 double bed · '·pa~ki~._garo,~~iind recycUng · late Aug. $1,500+. 2TT-3370. 
· · · ··,nc On""slt'"' ·taundry · completely remodeled, top quality-
. Downto~n on bus line. . c· all :.,73" 8473 · rooms with mini-kitchen, 9 new • Free parking. Minutes to campus. " - • 4 bedroom townhouse 212 G1"les baths, large TV room, laundry. 
$1,250. Thurs.-Sun. A v~ry nice ~dio apt on Hudson St. Furnished, free laundry and . $3~5 and'up. 273-9462. 
60:-2:~~~~~2· · · · ., - · • st for rent the Aug. 1. Please call trash collection. $1,200 per mo. 
-~fter2p.m. 272-521~. 272-1s70. Now Leasing BRAND NEW 
523 E State - large 1 bedroom 
($570); 4 bedroom ($380/per) 2 
full baths, 2 glass-enclosed . 
porches - .parking available. 
273-1447. 
Vista Circle Apartments 
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Townhouses 
Furnished/Unfurnished, 
Spacious1 Carpeted/HW Floors, · 
Private, Street Parking. 
CSP Management 277-6961 or 
info@cspmanagement.com. 
ONE LARGE BEDROOM 
BASEMENT APT. 
Furnished. Larg·e closet. Washer 
and dryer. Parking. Half mile to 
IC. Separate entrance. $525 · 
month. Includes all 10-mo. lease. 
Please call 2.TT-2568. 
Graduation and Alumni 
Weekends 
Fully Furnished 3 Bedroom 
House 
Sleeps 6 comfortably, 
just 10 minutes to IC. 
Nice quiet location. 
CSP Management 607-277-6961 . 
or info@cspmanagement.com. 
FOR RENT Graduation w/e 
Elegant home on Cayuga Lake. 
Sleeps up to 10 in bedroom w/3 
full baths, fully equipped kitchen, 
· gas grill on huge deck overlook-
ing lake & lg. dock on 100 ft. 
lakefront, park at door. Video 
available. Call owner 
301-983-9526 
bsnyder1@comcast.net. 
3, 4, and 5 Bedroom Houses. 
. Walking distance to IC. 
· Call 279-6052. 
Aurora Street. 
Three apartments in the same 
house. Can be rented as 2 bed-
room apt., 5 bedroom apt., or 7 
bedroom apt. Heat included. 
Available Aug. 15, 2004. 
Call 272-1944. 
House for rent - 2 bdrm. on 
Pennsylvania Ave.Walking 
distance to campus. Located on 
bus route/off-street parking. 
. Avail. Aug 1, 2004. 
Call Jeff at 339-9285. 
3 bedroom apt. 1 1 /2 stories, 
· washer/dryer, deck, yard, parking. 
,Available Aug. 04. $1,400 plus. 
W. King ~d. 607-279-3931. - . 
Graduation Accommodations 
3 queen beds and 1 double bed. 
Downtown on bus line. 
Free parking. 
No Smoking 




3, 4, 6 or 8 bedroom houses 
with free parking and laundry. 
Free wireless Internet access, 
big rooms. 
Call Mike 2734430. 
'Relit early and Savel 
Short walk to Ithaca College 
Lovely 2 bedroom apt. on 
Pennsylvania Ave. Clean, quiet, 
furnished; heat and private 
. parking included. 
· Only $395 each. 
277-0983. 
Spacious 3 bedroom apt. Walk to 
Commons. Laundromat around 
the comer, on-str:eet parking. 
$385 per month. Includes heat, 
water, gas. Large living room, 
deck, large kitchen. Call Christian 
• at 203-641-2332. 
Rent great apt. with your 
friends. 
Lower Collegetown-South Hill. 
Spacious, furnished. 4, 5, 6, bed-
room starting at $356. 
Parking/laundry available. 
Please Call 227-1082. 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE. Furnished, 2.-4 bedrooms, 3".4 baths, 
2 bath d/w, w/d,· deck. Avait. · . multi-level house, ~ith large 
game room, laundry, fireplace, 
8/t/04. Call for appt. 2-car garage, patios an~ decks 
· 227-9003. with gorgeous views. 
AURORA STREET Professionally landscaped. 
2 blocks to Commons. Huge, 2,500-3,500 square feet. 
bright 3 & 4 bedrooms. New •• 1~•!!~~:!f;!,~;*** 
kitchens w/dishwashers. 
Furnished, laundry, porch. Many 
windows, bus at corner. 
273-9462. 
NEWLY BUILT 3 BEDROOM 
LOG CABIN available for gradua-
tion or any other time, gas fire-
place, loft, 2 bathrooms, country 
setting. CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION. 607-659-7719. 
2 & 4 bedroom apts washer/dryer 
near Buttermilk Falls State Parks. 
$75Q-$1 ;400 plu·s. Available May 
'04. 607-279-3931. Lots of 
yard and parking. 
Fully furnished large one bed-
room apartment close to Pyramid 
Mall. L~undry, dishwasher, heat, 
air conditioning included. 
Dumpster on site. Must see. 
Call 257-0586 or e-mail 
polae1 @aol.C<?,~-
Newly Renovated! 
2 Bedroom Townhouses 
Conveniently Located on 
South HIii. 
Available for 2004/2005 
School Year. 
New Furniture! Double Beds! 
Laundry in Each Unit! Parking, 
Trash Removal & Private 
Balconies! 
CSP Management at 2TT-6961 
or info@cspmanagement.com. 
COUNTRY GARDENS 1, 2, 3 
and 4 bedrooms with deck and 
views. a-minute drive up to 
Cornell. Low rent includes heat, 
hot_ water, parking & garbage: 
273-9462. 
NEW UNIQUE bi,;level 
townhouse, furnished 3 bed-
rooms, 2 baths. 1 block to 
Commons and laundry. Desks, 
storage and free off-street park-
ing, F~vorite IC location! 
$1, 100/month plus utilities. 
*********************** 
For More Information please call 
Jason 256-1081 or Heritage Park 
Town Homes, Inc. 277-6260. 
l 
The Ithacan · • 
()ffllCS 
DILBERT® BY SCOTT ADAMS 
YOUR PROBLEM IS 
THAT YOU 'RE A LAZY, 
SELFISH, IMMORAL 
MORON . 
DOCTOR DOG BERT SHOW -~ ---------------10 
MY NEXT GUEST 
IS ADDICTED TO 
PLASTIC SURGERY. 
DOCTOR DOGBERT SHOW 
' I I 
e 
8 ..-------------1 
TODAY 'WE 'LL MEET A 




I 'VE ALWAYS LIKED 
THE WHOLE DINOSAUR 
LOOK, SO I JUST 
WENT FOR I:T. 
I MAKE HIM SLEEP IN . 










i DO YOU· HAVE SOME· 
::, PLAINS.POKEN ADVICE 





AND THE ,PROBLEM 
IS. THAT HE SNORES . 
0. 
GET FUZZY BY DARBY CONLEY 
~ ~ <3\U:IJ\.t>N'T 
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CROSSWORD BY UNITED MEDIA 









ACROSS - DOWN 
1 Physicist's 1 Currier's 
particle partner 
4 Groom a poodle 2 Hog sound 
8 ~iver transport 3 .Agrippina's 
12 Compete -- - ' son 
• 13 Verdi work 4 Type of lily 
14 Pop singer 5 · Like Capp's 
- Adams Abner 
15 Registered 6 Notion 
17 Present 7 Walk$ quietly . 
18 "Cheers!" 8 Fix uo an old 
19 Bewildered house 
21 Actress ,,,9 L~n cooler 
- Kendall "'_10 -~-"=ht tree 
23 Dwindl~ 11 peg 
27 FHm 16 Of durable 
30 Disguise · · , wood 
.. ".~,,-Ji~ .r~ye. ,~ ·,._ 'r- ~ -~~ep,-_~ry 
. · - · nnsactkli\ ,- 24 ~f toad 
35 Coffee holder 25 Important 
36 Bryce Canyon deeades 
- location 26 Morse signals 
37 Off-road 27 Dog nail 
vehicle 28 Kappa. . 
38 Rice wine preceder ~ 
39 Loch - 29 Dark blue · · 
monster . 31 Bering Sea bird 
40 ·Batman's alias · 32 Erupt 
42 Crumple up • . 36 Not justified 
44 Sarge's pooch . 38 Harden, 
47 Footwear - asgtue 
51 Hubby of Lucy 41 Static 
54 Results-getter 43 Mocking· 
56 Shaggy beasts 45 Small job 
57 Throw 46 Eight, to Livy 
for a loop 48 Sports 
58 Caress honorees 
59. A Great Lake . 49 Chirp 
60 Hong - . . -~ Mlle,, 
61 Workout jn Barcelona 
center _51 Tint 
52 Flair for music · 
53 Zoom on 
runners 
55 Barbarian 
LAST WEEK'S ANSWERS 
-
From sliders to the slopes 
Junior Jarred Flaherty, a Bomber pitcher, 
was also a two-time X Games com~titor 
. Page25 ports 
voice· for victory· 
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Junior Mariah Casserly leads by scoring -and screaming 
BY MATTHEW Ell 
Staff Writer . 
Coach Karen Hollands 
worries about Mariah 
Casserly. The junior . mid-
fielder has a work ethic that 
her lacresse coach is unac-
customed to seeing. 
"Mariah is one of the 
only kids who I have to 
tell not to do a workout 
before· practice because I 
know she will," Hollands 
said. "That iS"sontething 
· -.. that you really ·don't 
find a whole lot." 
· Coming from the 
Casserly family, it's no 
surprise th~t the two-
year starter turned out 
to be the worker and 
athlete that she is.to:~. 
day. Casse.~rl~ ,,,--
...J~-~JSJ: .,-.Canton, ..• 
~LY., spent- much of 
her childhood on the , 
family ·. farm, which 
was where her father 
; said she learned to . REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
work hard and pecome a . THE lE;ADJNG GOALSC,9RER on.the team, junior Mariah Casserly, center, also drives 
more dri".~j per~n. · the Bo~~s with v~I enc:ouragement. Through seven games, she has 17 goals. 
"All h~r 1:>rqthe,rs~_are real i •. ; · · ; i · ~: , . ~ 
motiyattar{~ -like lo ~otk," __ saj_d. "I: ,·:. :t:~u6J~ifti~?.(~y"~ore'-pain lyj ._;)eading the teami i1'_So~!s ~cored \l{4th 
her ' fatlrer, Jo~ _ Casserly, , on my ~aren son top of what they were al- 11 after seven games, mcJudmg a game 
said. ,"But :i~ was not a work ready going throught winner. 
. ethic for athletics. It. w~.A-w9tk . : · . 'Mariah used t4e event to further drive her ·· .As a team captain, she 'is ·a vocal pres-
ethic de~m,e.~. to, dQmi-t~~Y«t~ ) n~._cithletics. Sh~ too)f;llP. la~to.sse in the ence on_ 3ll.d 9ff the field. . , 
need¢,.,.tobe .4o.ne." _ .... , ,,..· __ §Pri.ngofher~~phomo~year. . . In games, Casserly is a defensive 
'Y~·ti;*ck~ hes_foi p~~~s" .··. ·•. · Soon_ M~ah was =dra~~ng aq~~ion 'in. presence; constantly yelling, "Ball! Ball! 
and fouic atlye~c. ~!~ brf>~. ·1t ,~the~ ~a-. from --~~Y- ~oll~ges -1 like· St. · BalW' when glued to an a~taclcing player. 
was only a matter a time before Lawrence and Vermonl, but she wasn't With ·h~r friends, Mariah carries an 
ariah Jook J o ·sports: ~1n high -~ rea~y to commit apywhere yet so she opt- ·easygoing · personality ·and . is · always 
school, she ;eKclted-j n track, cross ed to spend a y~ar at Kimball Union (N.fl.), looking .for a la~gh, which can probably 
co~n~ an~ lacrosse, in 'addition toc~111-; _
8
~ ,fr~p sch~ol, for both_ athletic and aca- be heard all the way to the East Hill. Her 
petmg m tnathlons on a regular basis. dermc reasons. · .· laugh was voted the loudest ih her senior 
But it was her siblings who led Casser- Casserly decided on Ithaca largely due class at high school. ' 
. ly to become a stand-out athlete. to its proximity (o her hometown and the "She brings such a vibrant per~onality that 
Her older brother, Dakota, played school's-physical education program. After spreads through to the rest of the team," 
lacrosse for the University of Vermont. her lacrosse career at Ithaca is over, she Breeze.said. "You just can't help but be ex-
Keith ran cro·ss country at Brown Univer- hopes to move out West and eventually run cited ~bout what you are doing, even if it 
sity and later joined the U.S. duathlon team. her own outdoor recreatiop camp. is just practice." 
Jesse, who Mariah said was her biggest in- Though she wasn't recruited to come to . Casserly said the way she keeps her en-
fluence in lacrosse, was a high school All- Ithaca, Casserly's decision has been a good thusiasm through the winter practices is by 
American in lacrosse and later played for Di- one for both her and the college. Mariah thinking about the games. When Casserly 
vision-Ill Ohio Wesleyan. credits lacrosse with making the transition is competing, whether it is lacrosse or a 
But it was the tragic death of her old- into college more enjoyable. triathlon, or even an intramural game, she 
est brother, Justin, · that Mariah said "All the girls on the team were really carries an impenetrable focus. 
changed her. the most. He drowned close friends of mine, which made it so much "Preseason is very demanding and hard 
kayaking during Mariah's freshman year of easier for me socially," Casserly. said. on our bodies, and sometimes I even won-
high school. . "There is no better feeling than being on a der why I am playing, but when I am in a · 
"I used to go out all the time and stay out team with people that support you and do game there is nothing that js going on out-
really late, but after he died, I would just stay anything for you." side that concern me," Casserly said. 
in and hang out with my girlfriends," she The team has felt her impact. Casser- "That moment is the best moment ever." 
Blue and Gold swat Yellowjackets 154 
BY MATTHEW Ell 
Staff Writer 
The women's lacrosse team hadn't 
beaten Rochester since 1998, so they 
expected a clo.5e game Tuesday. Instead 
they yanked the stingers from the Yel-
lowjackets right on their home turf. 
Ithaca used a 9-3 burst in the first 
half to blast the Yellowjackets 15-
4 in Rochester. Despite the com-
manding halftime lead, the Blue and 
Gold did not let up in their attack. · 
"Rochester is a team that likes to 
really put on the pressure in the sec-
ond half," junior Mariah Casserly 
said. "We did not want that to be an 
option today, and that is exactly 
what we did." 
The one goal allowed in the 
second half was a vast improvement 
from last year's 15-11 loss, when 
Rochester added eight ·goals to a 7-
6 halftime lead. 
The lone goal that Rochester did 
put past senior goalie Angela 
Matathakis came after a 29-miqute 
scoring drought and with only .58 
seconds left in the game. 
Senior attack Michelle Schlegel, 
who scored four goals, including her 
200th career point, could not help but 
credit th .( am's defense i11 the win. 
"We!t~:.e doing a zone defense 
that the couldn't seem to crack," 
Schlege said. "We went out there to-
day and did all the things we do in 
practice and it worked i:eally well." 
Sehl gel was not the only 
Bomber to reach a milestone Tues-
day. Senior attack Lauren Smith 
jomed the I 00-point club, scoring 
Ithaca's second goal of the game. 
The Bombers notched the first three 
goals of the game and dominated 
across the board, outshooting the 
Yellowjackets 28-14 and grabbing 22 
ground balls to Rochester's eight. 
Tuam 111 2nd E 
Ithaca 9 6 15 
Rochester 3 1 4 
Ithaca goals-assists: Michelle Schlegel 4-2; Mariah Casser-
ly 3-0; Jenni Bryant 2-0; Kurstin Meehan 1-1 ; Lesley Graham 
1-0; Lauren Smith 1-0; Meredith Ach_illes 1-0; Megan Maurer 
1-0; Khrista Trerotola 1-0; Meaghan Light 0-1. 
Rochester g-a: Heidi Davies 1-0; Elizabeth Sack 1-0; Saman-
tha Krawitzky 1 ~o; Lisa Aronoff 1-0; EmiJy Riegel 0-1. 
Saves: Ithaca 2 (Angela Marathakis), Rochester 8 (Stephanie 
Bristol). · 
Shots: Ithaca 28, Rochester 14. 
Ground balls: Ithaca 22, Rochester.a. 
Turnovers: Ithaca 10, Rochester 18. 
. . 





Wacky weather leaves 
sp~g athlet,es weary 
We're in April now, and the· weather 
patterns are slightly less ·predictable than 
a true Peggy Williams sighting on campus. 
The season that we're experiencing 
doesn't fall into the traditional seasonal 
structure. It's too warm to be winter and 
too cold to be spring. It needs a differ-
ent name. 
Naming the new season is tough be-
cause using the "brunch rule" and com-
bining the two seasons produces either 
"sprinter" or "wring". - words that al-
ready have meanings. Instead, I'd like to 
propose a new name for the weather Itha-
cans experience from mid-March to 
late-April: squooshsquintmer. 
Toe "squoosh" part of the new season 
comes from the stepping on the om-
nipresent earthworms that crawl to the 
streets after another day's rain. The 
"squinr comes fi-!:>m having to~-the 
glare of the sun off the snow .on the drive 
up to campus. · 
Toe first day of squooshsquintmer has 
. no date, but is instead marked by the first 
"crappy" day after the first "nice" day in 
the month of March. During squoosh-
squintmer, it's not uncommon for a sun-
ny 70-degree day to be both p-eceded and 
followed by a day of snowfall. 
For this reason, it is of the highest im-
perative to take advantage of the eµjoy-
able weather at the very instant it hap-
pens, prepared or not; Unfortunately, spon-
taneity is a concept coaches at Ithaca 
would rather not embrace. Indeed, or-
ganized athletics hates squooshsquintmer. 
Exhibit A: In 1993, the men's lacrosse 
team didn't play a home game all year - -
despite having five on its schedule. . 
Exhibit B: During the week of April 
16, 1996, 12 varsity games were canceled 
or postponed. 
Exhibit C: 1be women's lacrosse team 
hasn't played Rochester at home. since 
1999, even though three games were 
scheduled for Carp Wood field . . 
Exhibit D: In 2001, due to · base-
ball cancellations and postponements, 
pitcher Sazi Guthrie '02 started five con-
secutive games because the team was 
playing onl~ once a week. 
And just this past Saturday, the base-
ball team had a game called due to fog. 
George Valesente, who is in his 25th y.ear 
coaching at Ithaca, said it was the first 
time he could remember that happening. 
Senior Mike Pritts said, "A cloud just 
seemed like it was just sitting right on our 
field, and it was just l!ke, 'Haha, you're 
not playing today."' 
The fog wasn't funny for visiting 
Rochester, which had to drive home af-
ter spending close to $1,000 on its bus 
ride (Ithaca's athletics director Ken 
Kutler 's estimate) to get to Ithaca for the 
doubleheader. 
Kuder said next year he expects the 
baseball team to travel to Rochester to help 
make up for the Yellowjackets' misfortune. 
Kuder will do Rochester the favor because 
it's the ethical thing to do, but also because 
he knows that during squooshsquintmer, 
what goes around, comes around. Fortu-
nately for the Bombers, especially Itha-
ca's lacrosse squads, the school has a part-
nership with Cornell that allows its 
teams to practice and play on Schoellkopf 
Field when the Big Red isn't there. 
That deal will end if and when Ithaca · 
gets its new field house - complete.with 
a turf field inside - or squooshsquintmer 
moves out of town. Since the field house 
project is still in its "quiet phase," any 
sounds you hear will be Ithaca's co~ches 
praying for May to come a month early. 
Press Box appears in this space every 
week. E-mail Charlie Ellsworth at 
cellswol@ithaca.edu. 
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Healt~y-an.d .hopeful 
Bruised Bombers recovering for outdoor season 
BY CHRIS COLLELUORI 
Assistant Sports Editor 
After a three-year drought, senior Mike . 
Styczynski is hungry_ 
He was a freshman wheri Ithaca won the 
state track and field championship in both the 
indoor and outdoor seasons. The Bombers 
have not been able to regain the title since, 
and the craving has gotten stronger. 
But after a fourth-place finish at the 
indoor state meet this year, coach Jim 
Nichols · said the outdoor season might just 
satisfy Styczynski 's appetite. · 
"I feel we are a better team outdoors than 
when we are indoors," Nichols . said. 
"When you add events such as the hammer, 
javelin and 10,000-meter run, we only 
.become harder to beat." 
Styczynski, who turned in provisional 
·national qualifying times in the 5,000- and 
· I0,000-meter runs last season, is one of 13 
seniors trying to guide Ithaca to a champi-
onship. And senior Jim Ravener, a two-time 
All-American, said ·it's that experience that 
will he crucial this season. 
"We have very good· young runners," 
Ravener said, "but the core of our team is 
seniors for scoring_ points, and I think they 
wiHreally carry the teani." 
But to be the champs again, the South Hill 
squad will have to get help from the under-
classmen as well. And if the indoor season 
is any indication, the rookies are ready for 
the challenge. 
The 3,200-meter relay team, which included 
freshmen Steve Desmond, Morty Caster ·and 
·Ryan O'Hara, as well as senior Jon Barnes, 
turned in a third-place finish at the State Cham-
pionships during the indoor season. , 
Freshman Ben Partyka ran a leg of the. 
I ,(,<)()-meter relay that took first place at the 
state meet. 
Partyka filled in for senior Brandon Mal-
lette, who suffered a hamsttlng injury and 
underwent lcnee surgery for a to~ meniscus. 
Though Nichols is not expecting Mallette 
to compete until mid-season at the earliest, 
the middle distance runner's return is high-
ly anticipated. 
"He's ·one of our best runners," Ravener 
said of Mallette. ''He's a bull. I don't think 
I've ever seen the kid have a bad race." 
, . GABRIELLE IMMARINOITHE ITHACAN 
JUt,IIOR DARREN ZENS stays ahead of the pack In p~ ...-..y; ·1~H9wed by 
freshmen Morty Caster (left), Steve Mulhern (center) and Pat McGreal.(rl ... 
Another Bomber returning from injury is 
junior Shawn Calabrese, who finished sixth 
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase at last 
year's state meet. He was sidelined for the 
. indoor championships with a strained 
soleus m1his calf. Tfle!recovery has gone wdl 
so far, and Calabrese doesn't expect the in-
jury to slow him down. 
"It's gotten much better," Calabrese 
said. "I don't think it'll give me nearly as 
many problems as it did in indoor. " 
But perhaps the biggest addition to the 
outdoor season is in the throwing events. 
Sen.ior Tariq Ahmad should add a boost · 
' 
to Ithaca's scoring. The 2002 state ch -
pion in the discus throw returns to the squa 
after taking time to concentrate on football 
arid basketbali and will likely have an " ,. 
immediat~ impact. , · , . 
"You can 'CoUDt on him for dozens of points 
at meets," Styczynski said. "He's a great affl-
lete. He can come out and throw like_ crazy 
and score us a ton of points, and that's pret-
ty much what we need out of him." . 
With all those points· adding up, the 
Bombers should be contalders for a state 
title - if everyooe stays healthy. 
And ·then the seniors will be satisfied. 
South Hill squad seeks seventh straight title 
BY ANDREW SANTILLO. 
Contributing Writer 
Everyone was surprised when 
Ithaca pulled off a victory by edg-
ing out Geneseo at the NYSCTC 
championships at St. Lawrence a 
month ago. Everyone except the 
- Bombers. 
After finishing &econd at the 
indoor state meet in 2002, the 
team-got a taste of losing - one 
it didn't like: The night before 
this year's state championships, 
coach Jennifer Potter, who is in 
her first year as a coach for the 
Blue and Gold and was named 
Regional Coach of the ~ear for 
the indoor season, reviewed the 
team on paper ·and predicted that 
it would be the underdogs. 
ing at us. We don't want to· give 
it up without a fight." . 
· Junior Emily Maston, who is , 
a school-record holder in the 
3,200-meter relay, agreed. 
· "It's tradition here at IC that 
track and · field is ~ winning 
team," Maston said. "We practice 
with that mentality everyday." 
The Blue and Gold will kick 
off• the season this weekend as 
they host the Ithaca Invitational 
Saturday. The team is looking at 
this opening meet as a way to get 
started with the new events and 
get off on the ri.ght foot. 
" "It's a meet to get back and see 
how everyone is doing," 
Laytham said. "It's fun to have it 
here and a good way to get 
things going." 
With that attitude, the team is 
• GABRIELLE IMMARINO/THE ITHACAN ready and anxious for the start of 
SOPHOMORE CHRISTY GIBNEY throws the discus Tuesday. · the season. 
"We're intensely training 
"Winning the conference 
was a huge upset," Potter said. 
"They stepped up and won a 
championship. It's through what 
we've created that the athletes 
were able to do what on paper 
they couldn't do." 
As the outdoor season draws 
near, the Blue and Gold look as 
good on paper as they do in 
practice. 
which qualified for nationals 
last year - as well as other 
events such as the javelin, discus 
and the 10,000-meter run. 
difference: defense. The team is 
defending the state title, an 
award it has won the past six years. 
Entering the season as 
reigning champions can be 
tough, but senior Amanda 
Laytham said the Bombers 
have high expectations. 
now, but we won't be at a peak for 
five to six weeks," Maston said. 
But Potter has no worries. 
"Most of the girls started a 
new training program since the 
start of the year and we expect 
that to even kick in more," 
Potter said. "We want to build 011 
our success indoors and be· 
stronger and more technically 
sound outdoors. 
The new events of the outdoor 
season bring added depth to the 
roster, · something · fotter be-
lieve~ is unique to the South Hill 
squad. She anticipates a strong 
showing in the steeplechase -
"Our roster grows in the 
spring with winter sport athletes 
coming out and more events," 
Potter said. "We were strong in-
doors, and we're even stronger 
outdoors." 
As the sun hits the South Hill, 
and the team heads into in the open 
air, Potter said there is one major 
"Tuer~ is lots of pressure de-
fending a title;" said Laytham, an · 
All-American in the 1,500-meter 
run. "It gives·us confidence to 
know that other teams are look-
"Hopefully all of that will 
lead to a championship." 
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Ski boal'rler·takes'itto the extreme 
A two-time participarit in the X Games, 
junior Jarred Flaherty is also a pitcher 
BYPAULGANGAROSSA 
Staff Writer 
· "I went up there with a guy I met to . 
shoot a ski bo~ding video, went there for 
a couple 9f weeks, trained on a glacier dur-
When Jarred Flaherty's high ,sc~oo,l ing the month of July," he .said. · 
friends told him to jump off a mountain, he _ And ~When he wasn't pulling off.tricks, _ 
didn't think twice. - Flaherty :spenf time doing·-some paraglid-
Peer pressure overruled one of the ing. Not tJie typical trip to Europefor most 
great parental cliches of ·our time, .and people, much less a 16 year old. 
Flaherty jumped. Flaherty lias performed . on several 
Then he flipped, twisted 360 degrees, mountains, but the pre-run feeling is .always 
and landed gracefully on his skis. the sam~. "It seems cold, like, blank," 
Before the .day was over, he had won the he said. "I guess the biggest thing I do ;is lis- · 
regional open qualifier that his friends had ten to the, wind just to get my bearings right 
put him Up to. At 16, Flaherty qualified for ·before I go/'_ . · . · · 
the Winter X Games in the ski boarding · ·':Flaherty - J-rod to his.friends - took.to 
competition. -the slopes at th~ age of 5 with his 
Not surprising for a guy ~----,.'---',.----. . first lessons.. 
who lives by the saying, "Go b1g "He was in kindergarten and 
or die." · 0he · showed interest in · every-
. Ski boarders want to see who . thing," Flaherty's father, Mike, . 
can do the most insane tricks on said. "So we g1ve him a chance 
a pair of skis, Flaherty said. The to try everything." 
specialty skis, slightly shorter than An elementary school ski 
average, have tips at both ends to program brought him to the hill 
enable jumps. twice a week. As a high school 
The tricks he has performed are ·sophomore, Flaherty joined the 
best described by the name of the ski team. While classmates were 
game: extreme. · FLAHERTY ' racing to finish the course first, 
The f akey backflip is one Flaherty practiced the tricks that 
example: hit the junip backwards, do a earned him an X Games invitation. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF MIKE FEENEY 
JUNIOR JARRED FLAHERTY was a participant In the X Games In 1999 and 2000. He 
competed In the ski-boarding event, which has since been discontinued. 
backflip, land backwards. "So it'~ a-blind Michelle Flaherty, Jarred's moth~r. was.,. . , ch~g~·.your mind, you just bave to do it. 
take off, and .it's a blind landing," Flaher- n'ttoo hot on all the j · s . . '." That's when people get hurt is when 
ty explained. "It's -one of..:the scarier ones, do for . · ~ . s ns 'that would con- they're like, 'Oh, man what am I doing?"' 
but it's my favorite· crowd-pleaser." any mother. At one X Games event, a His fathe·r said the X Games experience 
Or try t1te·p ~spin: a 900-de _ r spin competitor broke his clavicle'•andbruised his has ·crossed over into other aspects of his 
while doing-"a backflip1iriiflanding back- ribs· right" in front of .tlie Flahertys. - · life.off the slopes. "I think it made him feel 
wards,, '~That's t:1¥, hardest one because I get Though scared, she also knew th~t skiing like ifhe triep, he could do anything," Mike 
losi'wbiJe I'm spinning." . made him happy. "Every time he left to ski, . Flaherty said. 
"' An organizational communication, . we'd always _say, '.Rav~ fun, be careful Md , That's the attitude his son needs right now. 
learning and design major and mem~j of don,'t,geth~,"'_sht<s~d. / 'It_~~t to_~ , that Last season, Flaherty posted a 4·:J . 
Ithaca's baseball team, Fl~UY.;Rl\iR>.ifP..rthr:~ he ~ oP.!~'t leay~ \IJltilJ\r;~~-.i.!J .: .. ,:;·.1 rec_~~,1:_ .~ "!!t~~ !W•~- ~--S~~: f'?r. ~f 
sports career before college that went beyonci . Anotfier constant for ~u;i 1S a stead¥ cfiet Bombers. Unfortunately, ne le t a stram lil 
local pro~ams. He competed in the.Winter- of Powe.rl;>ars, Slim Jims , an4 Red Bulls, his pitching elbow during a summer game 
X Games m.1999 anfJ,]000. . . . ·:\·[ :sl_~, which shows that the br~3i~~ of C:hampi:,. , that i,topped him in his tracks. 
. F;l~ertfs stint as .a _profe~sionaj r~opk._, ons,_isn'Pfmit~ t;Q -a b(?~t9f W1?,c;~ties. · "~e threw_one_ pitch, and he felt it, and_ 
him an over the ~wld, mcludmg a mP. to And wlJ,en .he ~~ ;gomg, oµ his !Un, he._ , he tned throwmg another, and ~e couldn't do . 
Fran~e in, the :summer gf 199?. Flaherty. says the~e's nothipg,t(!.~O b\lt \o mak~, t~e. it," baseball coach George Valesente said . . 
nonchalantly des~ribed his · . . call and g.Q. "0,nce you commit, you can'_t Flaherty needed Tommy . John's 
~ . . .;. . - . ~ 
·., finger Lakes Dermatolog ' 1),, u -
. ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS 
Pamela L. Foresman, M;O. 
, Jeffrey R. LaDuca, PhD., M . .O. . 
Offering BOTOX·lnJectlons, Chemical Peels, Laser Surgery 
· and Skin Care Products -
(BOTOX®,and BOTOX® Cosmetics are trademark owned by Al~gan, Inc.) 
General Dermatdlogy, Dermatologlc Surgery, Cosmetic Dermatology 
100 Genasee St., Suite 108, Auburn- 315 '252-7539 -
surgery. The operation, performed last 
summer replaced tom ligaments in his el-
bow with ones from another joint, to repair 
his throwing arm. -
Valesente, who had talked to Flaherty 
about the dangers skiing_posed to his base-
ball career, can't deny the irony of his cur-
rent condition. 
Flaherty i~LIOO percint optimistic about 
a comet?ac~~:~v~ri thoµgh his arm is only io 
percent J'CCOV ·. • He',s, ~iPS: now' and 
even takes t1iii~ to lielproach pitcliers on the · 
junior varsity squad. 
The time t~ble has Flaherty back on the 
field as early ·as this summer. With his 
friends behi.nd him pushing as hard as ever, 
Flaherty is on his way back to the top of a 
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l(J .:splits doubleheader 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
With the wind swirling and 
the temperature dropping rapid-
ly at Kostrinsky Field Tuesday, 
the Bombers seemed well on 
their way to extending a five-
game winning streak. 
However, after a 6-0 win over 
St. John Fisher in the first game of 
the doubleheader,..lthaca dropped 
Game 2 by a score of 5-1. 
"As a team, we were frus-
trated," freshman outfielder Jen 
Marro said. "We were really frus-
trated with the pitching and us 
popping up a lot. And it just kind 
of spread from _there." 
As Game 2 progressed, the 
Bombers' aggravation was visible 
in their body language. Heads 
hung and shoulders slumped. 
Coach Deb.Pallozzi said players 
can't let their anger and frustra-
tion prevent them from perform-
ing to the best of their ability. 
· Ithaca (7-7) seemed on course 
to record its sixth-consecutive 
win after a dominating perfor-
mance over Ftsher in Game 1. The 
South Hill squad made it'seem like 
Cardinals pitcher Keely Forbes 
was pitching slow-pitch style, as 
they connected on 13 hits. 
Freshman Mel Chinigo led 
Ithaca with three hits, including 
a double, and four RBI. Freshman 
pitcher Zahida Sherman record-
ed her second shutout of the sea-
son. The shutout was also Ithaca's 
fifth straight, its longest shutout 
streak in school history. 
But then, as the sun went 
down, so did the Bombers' level 
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SLIDING INTO HOME, junior Sara Coddington Is tagged out by St John Asher's Kim Barry In the 
fourth Inning of Game 1. Coddington had two hits In the game and scored a ~n In the ~ond Inning. 
of play. Ithaca unfolded in the bot- was pitching. claim home advantage of the 
tom of the fourth inning, with ju- " [Amanda] Herberg er did· a conference tournament. 
nior Abbey Pelot on the mound: better job of keeping us off bal- The Bombers' next confer-' 
Heather Luksch led off the in- ance," Pallozzi .said. "And we · ence game is against Utica 
ning for the Cardinals and sent a didn't make any adjustments to · April 10. Marro-said it will be im-
single into left field. A sacrifice make her throw differently. We portant for the team to improve ,• 
bunt sent Luksch to second and just allowed her to throw all the mental aspect of the game 
a single from Amanda Novitske those pitches, and we just . .that caused·. some •problems:: 
scored Jen Telle, Luksch's pinch chased them." Tuesday. 
runner. Pelot continued to strug- Though the Blue and Gold's ~•We've got to take care of 
gle throughout the inning, and the five-game winning . streak was , business the rest of the.way," Pal-
Cardinals offense was relentless snapped; Pallozzi said she still · Iozzi said. "We've got to work on 
as they scored three runs. believes she has a solid team. . - . getting our hand speed moving 
The Bombers, however, had AslthacaenterstheheartQf~ so we can catch up to- a faster 
just three hits in the game. season, Pallozzi said' the te~'s pitch. We're · gonna · work on . 
Pallozzi said the major dif- main goal is to finish the season some of the weaknesses that were 
ference between the two games atop the Empire 8 conference and exploited today." 
(h(ft:k· ·out-The 
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-Carroll's single 
lifts Bombers· 
in 11th inning 
BY ALEX DE LOS RIOS 
Staff Writer 
Continuing a recent trend, the Bom-
bers started hot and then faded. But se-
nior Pat Carroll came through in the 
dutch to lead Itha-
ca to a 7-6 win in 
11 innings. 
After scoring six 
runs in the first five 
innings against Di-
vision-II Mansfield 
(Pa.), Ithaca was 
baffled by side-
winder pitchers for 
the next five. 
CARROLL Before the game, 
coach George· Vale-
sente was concerned his team had lost some 
of the scrappiness that won games early this 
season. Carroll proved him wrong. 
With two outs in the top of the 11th and 
freshman Eric Maya on second, Carron 's 
single drove in the go-ahead run. Senior 
Kyle Suttong, last week's Empire 8 
Pitcher of the Week, retired the last three 
Mansfield batters in the bottom of the 
inning to earn his first save. Junior Tom 
0 'Connor ( 5-1) was credited with the win. 
Mansfield scored four runs in the 
fourth inning to keep the game close. Se-
nior Mike Pritts said the scoring binge was 
· a•result of inexperienced pitching. 
''They just weren't pitclii,ng the balls 
· where they wanted to," Pritts said. 
. In his first start, sophomore Brian Mc-
, Cullough allowed oaly ~ on three hits 
in the first three innings be · g pulled 
after letting up a double and a two- ome 
run. Freshman Matt Dom pitched the t 
three innings, allowing one run on four hits~ 
fdys Sat~rday, April 10, 2:00-4:00 p.m. 
Campbell's Soups 
- MmtMm,,GoodJ. 
. Plus ••• 
DowntoEardJSalads(Made4o-Orcl,r) 
Om~Oddl5 
illll:Fre+ Baked lfl,■fi Aun tbeLC.Bakfry1oo! 
. I www.ithac:a.eduldlnmg I 
A free shuttle· bus will leave from .the: Te,<tor Hall flagpole 
.every half-hour between 1:45 and3:15 p.m. and return 
from tbe. Johnson Muse.um-~ftet ~ach trip. · 
,. · Visit our current exhibitiohs ·of contemporary 
· .. -Taiwanese art; photography by women, and 17th-
. century etchings, plus the perm?ilent collection . 
Refreshments :• Live music by Revision • 
·Exhipition tours • And more-it's all FREE! 
_.Herbert F. Johnson _Museum of Art at Cornell 
Tuesdays to Sundays, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
255-6464 • W\VW.mu:~um~corneU.edu 





Junior Tom O'Connor pitched . 
his· third complete game as the 9-
4 Bombers beat visiting Oswego 
6-3 for their fourth straight win. 
O'Connor kept the Lakers 
off-balance with a steady dose of 
off-speed pitches, striking out 
two and allowing nine hits. Even 
when Oswego did get runners on 
base - at one point they had the 
bases loaded .with only.one· out-. 
O'Connor shined, keeping the 
Lakers from reaching home. 
Ithaca produced a flurry in the 
first two innings, hammering six hits 
for fh;-e runs and capitalizing on two 
Oswego fielding errors. 
SPORTS 
Sophomore Kyle Rutherford 
led the offense, driving in three runs 
on two hits, including an RBI dou-
ble in the bottom of the eighth. 
Junior Marty O'Boyle had three 
1 ' , REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR MICHELLE SCHLEGEL, center, makes her way around Utica's Lauren Schreiner, right, Sunday 
at Carp Wood Fleld. Schlagel scored three goals to help lead the Bombers past the PI0'1881'8, 13-1. 
hits in four plate appearances and In the morning regatta, Ithaca the outcomes of the.races, he said 
scored twice. squared off against two Division-I that racing ;side by 'Side against this 
Ithaca's doubie-header against opponents, Marist and the Cornell level of competition shows Ithaca's 
Rochester Saturday was canceled , lightweights, placing second in -: out~tanding improvement from 
due to fog. · four out of five races. recent years. 
M I In the afternoon regatta, Ithaca Robinson also. · believes that en S Crew dueled reigning ECAC champions competing well against these ex-
Saturday Michigan and local rival Hobart. ceptional teams this e~ly in the 
• The Blue and Gold finished , ~ -good things for 
The Bombers opeped their second in two of the .• •· men the rest of the year. 
season against the -top tier of row- five · ►,, · . 
ingcompetition. lthacagotouUQall---nieBombers showed tremen- Women's crew 
very fast -starts onl de dous speed out of the gate and led 
dO\\'.D ,,the s . amst tbe atthehalfwaymarkformostofthe Saturday 
lilc,-es_--'l.1~ 9S'I•'-'J.I's lightweights, day. Although Coach Dan Robin-
ichigan and Hobart. son was a little disappointed with The Bombers opened the sea-
son strong against Division I 
opponents Marist and Buffalo. 
=--<.t~-women 's -first-varsity-eight 
boat finished in first place with a 
time of 7: 14, while Buffalo took 
second' (7:21), and Marist ended 
·, up.in third -(7:3~). 
The· .. Blue and Gold· also 
,captured.first place in the second 
varsity eight race in 1:26. The 
· time was seven seconds faster 
_ Buffalo and 22 seconds 
ahea . arist. 
Ithac~'s other boats didn't fare 
quite as well . . The South Hill 
. ·squad's novice eight'finished in third 
place-with a time of 7:55, and the 
~ghtw~ight eight boat finished 
behind Bµffalo with a time of 7:52. 
Ithaca's four also finished sec-
ond behind Buffalo in 8:53 
Men's lacrosse 
. · .. . Saturday· 
TQe Bombers improved to 7-0 
. ' with a· 13-6 win at Geneseo. 
· ·. ' The -~Jue and Gol~ led the 
Women's lacrosse 
Sunday 
The 14th-ranked Bombers 
improved to 5-1 overall and 3-0 
in the Empire 8 with wins over 
Cortland and Utica this week. 
· Thursday, the Blue and Gold 
beat the 20th-ranked Red Drag-
ons 6-4 at Cortland. The win 
marks the first time that Ithaca 
has beaten Cortland .in consecu-
tive years since the 1980 and '81 
seasons. 
The Bombers were led by 
two goals from junior Jenni 
_Bryant as well JS a pair of usists 
from Michelle --&chleg~e 
two assists for Schlegel give her 
a career total of 64, good 
enough for second on Ithaca's 
career. assist list. 
Sunday, the Blue and Gold 
played their first · game at Carp 
Wood Field and . won handily 
over conference foe Utica, 13-1. 
The BQmbers were paced by 
three goals each from Schlegel and 
sophomore Kurstin Meehan. · 
The loss drops Utica to 3-3, 
while Ithaca remains in first place 
~ the Empire 8. 
Softball 
Thursday-Sunday · 
The Bombers· continued playing 
shutout softball, sweeping their 
doubleheader against Rochester 
Sunday. 
Ithaca outscored the Yellow-
jackets 4-0 in Game 1 and 3-0 in 
the second game. 
· game, -6-0, at the · end of the first . The first contest remained· 
quarter. · 
'-. Junior attack. Sean Thomson 
led Ithaca's offense with a career-
high seven goals, and junior 
midfielder Brett Huckle added a 
pair of scores. Junior attack .Jeff 
Slack and seniors Anthony 
Brown, Scotf Guerra and Josh · 
Marksberry each.tallied a goal for 
the Bombers. 
Although they earned the win, 
· ~e Bombers only outshot the· 
Knights 34 to 33. Geneseo 
grabbed 47 loose balls cotl).pared 
to Ithaca's 30. 
Ithaca won 15 of 23 ·face-offs, 
including an eight for 12 perfor-
mance from Marksberry. 
. Freshman goaltender Dennis 
Butter made 16 saves for the Blue 
and dold. 
The Bombers play their second 
Empire 8 opponent of the season 
when they host Utica Saturday. 
The Blue and Gold beat the Pio-
neers, 23-7, last season. 
sco_reless for two innings, before 
the Bombers scored their &rst run 
in the third inning. Freshman Cat 
Ebert started th~ inning with a 
triple and scored on a single off the 
bat of freshmap. Mel Chinigo. The 
Bombers scored two runs . in the 
fourth inning and added another 
run in the fifth. . 
Freshman Zahida Sherman 
(3-2) allowed only three hits and 
recorded five strikeouts to pick up 
the win. She has the lowest ERA 
· on the team at 1.09 and has 31 
strikeouts this season. 
The Bombers got on the 
board early in the s~cond game, 
scoring their first run in the bot-
tom of the first inning. Ebert 
. tripled to centerfield and scored 
on Chinigo's ground ball to the 
shortstop. 
Junior Abbey Pelot (3-3) 
struck out four and allowed bnly 
three hits in seven innings to 
record the win. 
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pitcher led the 
Bombers to a 6-3 
victory over the 
Oswego Lakers, 
pitching his third complete game of 
the season. 
O'Connor allowed nine hits 
over nine innings while only 
walking two batters and striking 
out two. . 
The Weedsport native is 4-1 on 
the season in five starts. He has an 
ERA of 2.31 allowing 10 earned 
runs in 39 innings. He has 22 strike-
outs compared witn six walks,. and 




at Rensselaer (2), 1 p.m. 
• Sunday 
at Skidmore (2), noon 
• Wednesday 
at Cortland, 3:30 p.m. 
Men's crew 
· • Saturday vs. Hobart, 
- Hamilton and.Pacific 
L:utheran, 11 a.m. 
Women's crew 
• Saturday vs. William 
Smith, Hamilton and 
Pacific Lutheran, 11 a.m. 
Men's lacrosse 
· •Saturday vs. Utica, 1 p.m. 
• Wednesday 
vs. Cortland,4 p.m. 
Women's lacrosse 
• Saturday vs. Colorado 
• College at Geneva, 2 p.m. 
• Suncfay 
· at William Smith, 2 p.m. 
• Wednesday · 
vs. St. John Fisher, 4 p.m. 
Softball 
• Sunday 
vs. Rensselaer (2), 1 p.m. 
• Wednesday -
. vs. Cazenovia (2), 3 p.m. 
Men's tennis 
• Today vs. Oneonta, 4 p.m. 
• Sunday at Vassar; 1 p.m. 
• Tuesday vs. BIT, 4 p.m . 
Men's track and fleld 
• Saturday .. 
Ithaca Invitational, 10:30 a.m. 
Women's track and fleld 
• Saturday 
Ithaca Invitational,· 11 a.m. 
By the Numbers 
8 
. The number of consecutive state 
championships the women's outdoor 
track and field team has won. The 
Bombers· kick off the season hosting 
the Ithaca Invitational Saturday. 
Page24 
They said it 
"Mariah is one of the only kids 
who I have to tell not to do a work-
out before practice because I 
know she will." 
- Coach Karen Honands on 
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